SPECIAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

THURSDAY, August 20, 2020 at 2:00 p.m.

VIA ZOOM VIDEO OR TELECONFERENCE MEETING ONLY

Link to Join: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83306052450?pwd=YWR0T2xaVlpkZ0l2aS9DL2x2aVZiUT09

Phone number for voice access: 1 (669) 900 9128
Meeting ID: 833 0605 2450
Password: 207513

PURSUANT TO GOVERNOR NEWSOM'S EXECUTIVE ORDER N-29-20, THE MEETING WILL BE HELD BY
TELECONFERENCE AND/OR VIDEO CONFERENCE ONLY.THE PUBLIC MAY PARTICIPATE BY SUBMITTING
COMMENTS ON ANY AGENDA ITEM VIA EMAIL PRIOR TO OR DURING THE MEETING BY SENDING THOSE
COMMENTS TO RETHINKER@RETHINKWASTE.ORG.
TELECONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS
ALL BOARDMEMBERS WILL PARTICIPATE BY TELECONFERENCE AND/OR VIDEO CONFERENCE PURSUANT TO
GOVERNOR NEWSOM’S EXECUTIVE ORDER N-25-20
PURSUANT TO RALPH M. BROWN ACT, GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 54953, ALL VOTES SHALL BE BY ROLL
CALL DUE TO ALL BOARDMEMBERS PARTICIPATING BY TELECONFERENCE AND/OR VIDEO CONFERENCE
ANY REQUEST FOR REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO CYNDI URMAN AT
CURMAN@RETHINKWASTE.ORG.
AGENDA
1. Call to Order/Roll Call
2. Public Comment

Persons wishing to address the Board on matters NOT on the posted agenda may do so. Each speaker is limited to three minutes. If there
are more than five individuals wishing to speak during public comment, the Chairman will draw five speaker cards from those submitted to
speak during this time. The balance of the Public Comment speakers will be called upon at the end of the Board Meeting. If the item you
are speaking on is not listed on the agenda, please be advised that the Board may briefly respond to statements made or questions posed
as allowed under The Brown Act (Government Code Section 54954.2). The Board's general policy is to refer items to staff for attention, or
have a matter placed on a future Board agenda for a more comprehensive action or report and formal public discussion and input at that
time. Speakers may also submit comments via email prior to the meeting by sending those comments to
rethinker@rethinkwaste.org. .

3. Executive Director’s Report

p. 5

4. Approval of Consent Calendar
Consent Calendar item(s) are considered to be routine and will be enacted by one motion. There will be no separate discussion on these
items unless members of the Board, staff or public request specific items be removed for separate action. Items removed from the
Consent Calendar will be moved to the end of the agenda for separate discussion.

A.
B.

C.

Approval of the Minutes from the June 25, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting
ACTION p. 13
Resolution Approving a License Agreement for the Use of Shoreway Sewer Line for Discharge of Landfill
Leachate by BFI’s Ox Mountain Landfill (Half Moon Bay) Facility
ACTION p. 21
Resolution Extending the Proclamation of a Local Emergency Within SBWMA’s Jurisdictions ACTION p. 35

5. Administration and Finance

MEMBER AGENCIES
ATHERTON * BELMONT * BURLINGAME * EAST PALO ALTO * FOSTER CITY * HILLSBOROUGH * MENLO PARK * REDWOOD CITY
* SAN CARLOS * SAN MATEO * COUNTY OF SAN MATEO * WEST BAY SANITARY DISTRICT
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A.

Potential Withdrawal of Town of Atherton from Membership in the SBWMA: Consideration of a Resolution to
Determine Atherton’s Liquidation Costs and Recommend Member Agencies Approve the Withdrawal Based
ACTION p. 41
on Certain Conditions.

6. Collection and Recycling Program Support and Compliance
No Items
7. Shoreway Operations and Contract Management
No Items
8. Public Education and Outreach
No Items

9. Informational Items Only (no action required)
A. 2020 Finance and Rate Setting Calendar
B. Check Register Detail for June 2020
C. Potential Future Board Agenda Items

p. 91
p. 93
p. 99

10. Board Member Comments
11. Adjourn

MEMBER AGENCIES
ATHERTON * BELMONT * BURLINGAME * EAST PALO ALTO * FOSTER CITY * HILLSBOROUGH * MENLO PARK * REDWOOD CITY
* SAN CARLOS * SAN MATEO * COUNTY OF SAN MATEO * WEST BAY SANITARY DISTRICT

FULL PACKET PAGE 2 of 100
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STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

SBWMA Board Members
Joe La Mariana, Executive Director
August 20, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting
Executive Director’s Report

Staff and Agency partners continue to be hard at work supporting numerous critical path projects, programs, and
facility initiatives in these unprecedented times. Here are the highlights:

1. COVID-19/Shelter-In-Place (SIP) Update:

As previously reported, the SBWMA and its primary partners have taken extreme measures to protect our
colleagues while continuing with high-quality services, as follows:
a.

Recology Operations:
All Residential, Commercial, and Multi-Family Dwelling collection services continue at our homes,
multi-family dwellings, and businesses that are open as regularly scheduled. No COVID-19 cases
have been recorded by Recology within their collection operations.

b.

South Bay Recycling (SBR) Operations:
All franchised supported operations at the Shoreway Transfer Station and MRF continue
uninterrupted. Preceding the SIP order, SBR implemented numerous safety practices for their field
and office-based work force, which appears to be paying off with their ability to provide uninterrupted
services to our ratepayers. Two COVID cases have been recorded within SBR’s operations.
The Public Recycling Center reopened to the public on Monday, August 3 now that MRF Phase
1 construction has concluded. Shortly thereafter, Staff prepared social media and traditional
announcements for member agency use in their electronic newsletters and other public notice
vehicles. As a Burlingame resident, I noticed this announcement in its city e-newsletter late last week
(week of August 3rd). Hopefully your agency has also included this information in its announcements
as well. So far the use of the PRC has been steady and no issues with traffic to report.
SBWMA Administrative Program Staff Ops:
All Staff continues to work remotely from home or, when needed, at Shoreway as our administrative
offices remain closed and will be closed at least through December 2020. In an abundance of
caution, I recently advised Agency Staff and the Executive Committee that our administrative
offices will remain closed through December 31st pending a public health order release, and a
targeted return to the office on January 4th. All regular meetings continue to occur, and Staff
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remains in contact with all Board/TAC members, contractors, and Agency/industry partners, as
needed.

2. Administration & Finance:
In the near future, Staff will issue three RFPs for CEQA, Hazardous Waste review, and Architectural/Engineering
technical services to support the Agency’s feasibility study for its proposed request to access a small portion of
unimproved County property on the northern portion of the San Carlos airport’s FAA-dictated emergency area.
These services were included in the recently adopted six-month FY2020 budget.

3. Committee Updates:

a. Finance Committee Meeting (no meeting held)
b. Legislative/Regulatory Committee (August 4th – Did not discuss at this Executive Committee Mtg; update only)
The California State Legislature continues to move forward on priority legislation (COVID response;
economic recovery and wildfire aid). The Agency’s legislative and regulatory lobbyists, EEC continue
to advocate with a small coalition of local governments, waste haulers, and nonprofits to pressure the
Senate and Assembly to fund organic waste processing infrastructure in an economic recovery
package.
c. Pub Ed/Outreach Subcommittee (no meeting held)
d. Technical Advisory Committee (no meeting held)
e. Zero Waste Committee (July 23rd)
The Committee, Staff and Recology discussed collection fleet electrification needs and major current
cost and current performance challenges. Recology committed to providing the SBWMA with two pilot
Zero Emissions Vehicles (ZEV) collection vehicles from their preferred manufacturer (Autocar) for pilot
use by January 2022. The ZWC also provided Staff and Recology with enthusiastic support and policy
direction to expeditiously proceed with a five collection vehicle pilot project (including the two
mentioned above), as well as continuing its market research, evaluation and site planning for an
anticipated future fleet conversion. More details in 5e of this Staff Report. Staff and Recology will
engage the ZWC with their findings and associated costs during this process. All financial decisions
exceeding the Agency’s internal approval limits will be presented for Board consideration.

4. Collection and Recycling Program Support and Compliance:
a. Community Outreach and Environmental Education
i.

Public Spaces Program Update
The Public Spaces team continues to be busy working with pilot cities – San Carlos and
Redwood City – to expand existing infrastructure, including adding and updating downtown
and parks signage. The team has also been working with representatives from the cities of
San Mateo, Foster City, and Menlo Park to add signage to existing parks receptacles (to
ensure items are going in the correct receptacle) or purchasing new receptacles. During this
pandemic, residents continue to utilize the parks as a place to enjoy outside time and have
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been using the receptacles. We hope they use them correctly to ensure proper sorting and
disposal.
ii.

Environmental Education Update
The Environmental Education (EE) team continues to update and develop distance learning
resources for schools, recently adding a cooking compost lesson and a litter activity to the
repertoire. The EE team is preparing for the upcoming school year by creating a full video
presentation that will serve as a substitute or supplemental resource for in-person
presentations and assemblies that are usually offered.
The EE team is also continuing to collaborate with San Mateo County’s Office of Education
and other community partners and agencies on a range of projects, including the development
of a COVID waste infrastructure guide for schools and support facilitating two, one-week San
Mateo Environmental Learning Collaborative (SMELC) summer institutes for teachers,
including one on waste.

iii.

Shoreway Tours Are Going Virtual
SBWMA Staff is currently in the planning stages for virtual tours of the Shoreway
Environmental Center for schools, business groups, and the general public. The virtual tours
are expected to be a hybrid of pre-taped segments and live virtual discussion and active
engagements with tour staff. Staff is expecting to offer tours starting mid-September.

iv.

RethinkWaste Webinars
Staff has held two successful webinars since Shelter-in-Place, including one on Earth Day and
another on “The Other R’s” in late June. Both had over 30 attendees and were coordinated
with Recology Staff. The next webinar is scheduled for August 27 and the topic will be on
Food Waste. Staff anticipates holding more webinars this fall on various waste reduction
topics.

5. Shoreway Operations and Contract Management

a. SBR Compensation Adjustment Request
By mutual agreement between Staff and SBR, and with the concurrence of Board Chair Jay Benton, this
item is anticipated to be agendized for review/consideration at the November 19th Board meeting.
b. Organics-to-Energy (O2E) Project Update
As previously reported, the O2E pilot project was installed on-schedule, but the system has not yet
been put into production due to the facility’s dramatic drop in in-bound organics tonnage resulting from
the closure of eating establishments as required by the Shelter-in-Place order. The commercial source
separated organics (SSO) collection routes that were delivering 120 tons per day to the Shoreway
transfer station pre-COVID are now at 35-45 tons per day. The 60% drop in SSO tonnage has
disrupted the O2E operations plan such that it’s not yet cost effective to operate the system (the
system needs over 100 tons per day to be cost effective). In an effort to make progress during
Shelter-in-Place, Staff will begin “System Testing” in September where small batches of organics will
be processed on an ad hoc basis. The goals of the testing period will be to conduct training on the
system, verify all system operations, and introduce WWTPs to the liquid organic slurry.
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c. MRF Upgrades – Phase I (BHS/Titus Equipment Installation)
Completion of the MRF Phase I sort line equipment was completed on July 20th as scheduled. The
Phase I upgrades included several components including new infeed system, new battery (and metal)
removal system, and high-speed optical sorting of mid-sized cardboard and containers. Over the
course of the installation, the MRF was shut down for three scheduled “construction days” where
recyclables were shipped to Green Waste Recovery for off-site processing. Since the system startup,
SBR has seen a 20% improvement in system productivity, there has not been any substantial
downtime, and the system has effectively sorted the recyclables delivered from the residential and
commercial collection routes. Staff will provide a detailed assessment of the system improvements
and benefits at the September Board meeting.
Currently, Staff and SBR are working with BHS on “tuning” the system controls and completing final
“punch list” items that include adjustment, repair, and replacement of items (including worn parts in the
OCC screens). After the punch list is completed and the system is functioning “normally,” Staff will
initiate the system performance testing process. Upon successful completion, the SBWMA will issue
its final payment to BHS.
d. Everest Labs Pilot
In July, four (4) technically innovative Everest Labs (EL) high-scan units were installed in the MRF to
coincide with the MRF upgrades identified above. This is a mutually beneficial opportunity. EL gets to
beta test these units in a “real world” environment and will share its data with the Agency at no charge.
EL has provided the SBWMA these units for the next year at no-cost to the Agency and under a
license that was extensively reviewed by our legal team. The Agency incurred a $6k cost to
accommodate this equipment’s power needs. Staff believes that this one-time expense is well-worth
the benefits expected to be realized from this project. Staff expects the detailed facility production and
performance data will greatly assist the analytical assessment of our MRF capabilities and identify
remaining gaps in operational efficiencies and material marketing opportunities. This source data is
expected to be instrumental in Staff’s technical design proposal for its MRF Phase II equipment
upgrade project that’s anticipated for Board consideration in mid-2021.
e. Recology’s Transition to Zero Emissions Vehicles (ZEV):
This is an exciting, far-reaching, and, quite-frankly, a bit daunting topic.
Since mid-2019, a joint Staff/Recology workgroup (workgroup) has researched and evaluated cleanerburning, alternative-fuel options to power Recology’s new collection vehicle fleet that’s expected to
coincide with its planned fleet replacement plans per the restated and amended Franchise Agreement.
This workgroup updated the Zero Waste Committee (ZWC) during their June 26th and July 23rd
committee meetings of its to-date findings regarding the timing, costs and options currently available to
transition the fleet. The ZWC consists of SBWMA Board Members Michael Brownrigg, Chair
(Burlingame); Rick Bonilla (City of San Mateo); Fran Dehn (WBSD); Bill Widmer (Atherton); and
Davina Hurt (Belmont). The workgroup consists of SBWMA Staff--Joe La Mariana, Matt Southworth
(project lead), Hilary Gans, John Mangini, Grant Ligon; and Recology senior management--Mike Kelly
and Tim Hester (Recology SMC), with strong technical engagement from Bennie Anselmo and Jim
Mendoza (Recology Corporate).
Recology’s current fleet of 144 renewable diesel-fueled vehicles is planned to be replaced during the
2021-2026 timeframe to meet Recology’s rigorous operational performance standards through
December 31, 2035. The 70+ vehicles planned for replacement between 2021-23 are not considered
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ZEV candidates because the current technology performance lag and extreme pricing differences do
not match our Agency’s current needs. The workgroup and ZWC has identified 54 collection vehicles
to be replaced between 2024-26 and 16 pickup trucks as viable candidates for ZEV conversion.
Therefore, these 70 vehicles are the SBWMA/Recology ZEV project’s focus.
The workgroup was investigating alternative fuels for feasibility and environmental benefits, but the
California Air Resources Board (CARB) recently issued its first ruling directed at heavy trucks requiring
future purchases to be ZEV. More rules directed at heavy trucks are expected. The ZEV rules are
based on the State goals for climate action for the year 2030 as required by AB 32 and on the fact that
the Bay Area is considered an air quality non-attainment zone. The only commercially available trucks
that meet CARB ZEV requirements have battery-electric propulsion.
Therefore, our investigation changed to a planning effort on the part of Recology to evaluate the
feasibility of ZEV trucks in the SBWMA service area and plan on procuring the vehicles to meet CARB
requirements. Planning for the SBWMA involves the required battery charging infrastructure for the
ZEVs. An eventual complete transition to battery-electric vehicles would more than double the site’s
current electrical power consumption.
A battery-electric ZEV (currently) has a much higher purchase price than does an equivalent dieselpowered vehicle (not factoring in many potential sources of ZEV funding available to us and Recology
as vehicle owner). This cost is offset to some degree by much lower fuel expenses and expected
lower maintenance expenses. However, combining the costs, the expected life-cycle cost of ZEVs is
higher by 20-30% based on Recology’s current experience. This estimate assumes that ZEV trucks
can perform as a one–to-one replacement for conventional trucks. This has yet to be publicly
demonstrated. Recology is planning the testing of two pilot ZEV vehicles starting in January 2022.
ZEV trucks from Recology’s preferred manufacturer are expected in 2024, which is coincidentally the
first year that CARB will require minimum purchases of ZEVs. According to the fleet replacement
schedule, a total of 54 heavy trucks would be bought in 2024-2026. CARB would require a minimum
of 5 trucks from this group be ZEVs. However, if all were ZEVs, it would still not meet the carbon
reduction goal of AB32 for 2030. The degree of aggressiveness in purchasing ZEVs -between 5 and
54 - is up to the Board. Keep in mind that these Autocar ZEVs (but not Class 8 Refuse ZEVs in
general) would be new technology. The SBWMA would be responsible for extra costs of the ZEVs
over that of purchasing and operating an equivalent number of conventional trucks, and of the EV
charging infrastructure (for which discussions with PG&E and Peninsula Clean Energy about their
funding and technical assistance options have already started).
Respectfully submitted,

Joe La Mariana
Executive Director
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DRAFT MINUTES
SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY
MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
June 25, 2020– 2:00 p.m.
Via Zoom Tele or Video Conference Only
Call to Order: 2:03PM
1. Call to Order/Roll Call
Agency

Atherton
Belmont
Burlingame
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough

Present

Absent

X
X
X
X
X
X

Agency

Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
County of San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary District

Present

Absent

X
X
X
X
X
X

Alternate Member Eric Rodriguez represented San Mateo
All Members and public participated by Zoom Conference Call
2. Public Comment

Persons wishing to address the Board on matters NOT on the posted agenda may do so. Each speaker is limited to three
minutes. If there are more than five individuals wishing to speak during public comment, the Chairman will draw five speaker
cards from those submitted to speak during this time. The balance of the Public Comment speakers will be called upon at the
end of the Board Meeting. If the item you are speaking on is not listed on the agenda, please be advised that the Board may
briefly respond to statements made or questions posed as allowed under The Brown Act (Government Code Section
54954.2). The Board's general policy is to refer items to staff for attention, or have a matter placed on a future Board agenda
for a more comprehensive action or report and formal public discussion and input at that time. Speakers may also submit
comments via email prior to the meeting by sending those comments to rethinker@rethinkwaste.org.

None
3. Adjourn to Closed Session: Pursuant to Government Code Section §54956.9 – Conference with Legal
Counsel – Anticipated Litigation (one case).
No Report from closed session
4. Call to Order/Roll Call (Open Session) 2:19PM
Agency

Atherton
Belmont
Burlingame
East Palo Alto

Present

X
X
X
X

Absent

X3:01PM

Agency

Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo

Present

Absent

X
X
X
X
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X
X

Foster City
Hillsborough

X
X

County of San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary District

5. Public Comment
Doug Silverstein of the Thrive Alliance described their project researching the impact of single use plastics in
San Mateo County. They are working to connect non-profits, governments and community to define the
challenge of single use plastics to the San Mateo County community and find common ground to reduce
single plastics use in the County. He asked Board Members to comment on their research when it is ready,
and to potentially work with Thrive Alliance to address the issue collectively.
6. Executive Director’s Report
Executive Director La Mariana gave a report on the subcommittee meetings that have taken place since
the staff report was written.
• The Pub Ed Committee met to discuss social media, lithium ion battery outreach and the 3-year
public education plan that will be before the Board in September for consideration for approval.
• The Zero Waste Committee met and got an update on the two capital projects happening at
Shoreway MRF: upgrades phase I, and the Organics to Energy (O2E) project. He noted that the
MRF phase I equipment installation project is on schedule. The O2E project is fully installed but
because of the shelter in place there is not enough source material for it to be economically viable to
begin operations. He noted that when this system is operational and safe he invited Board
Members to tour the facility and see the new equipment.
• The Zero Waste Committee also discussed the possibility of acquiring access to County property
that is immediately adjacent to the Shoreway property. All of the new projects and mandates have
major impacts on the space-planning footprint requirement on our site, and getting access to
additional land is vital to alleviating space constraints at Shoreway.
• Lastly, the Zero Waste Committee discussed the logistics and financial implications of replacing
Recology’s existing fleet with electric collection trucks starting in 2024.
A.

Discussion of COVID-19 Impacts

No Discussion of the staff report
7. Approval of Consent Calendar
Consent Calendar item(s) are considered to be routine and will be enacted by one motion. There will be no separate
discussion on these items unless members of the Board, staff or public request specific items be removed for separate
action. Items removed from the Consent Calendar will be moved to the end of the agenda for separate discussion.

A.
B.

Approval of the Minutes from the May 28, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting
Resolution Accepting the Findings from the Audit of Contractor’s Financial and Operational
Reporting in 2019 by R3 Consultants

Motion/Second: Brownrigg/Hurt
Roll Call Vote: 12-0-0-0

Agency
Atherton
Belmont
Burlingame
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough

Yes
7B
X
X
X
X
X

No

Abstain
7A

Absent

Agency
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
County of San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary Dist.
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X
X
X
X
X
X

No

Abstain

Absent
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8. Administration and Finance
A. Review Coverage and Premium Options for the Shoreway Environmental Center’s Property/Fire
Insurance Policy for FY20/21
Staff Mangini introduced the item and gave an overview of the staff report. He noted that at the May
Board meeting the Board approved a premium of $1.4M but it was only for $45M in coverage. At that
time, all of the quotes for layers of coverage were not yet fully quoted. Our insurance broker
recommended a maximum loss analysis on coverage amounts. After the full quotes were presented
and maximum loss study, staff is now recommending $60M in coverage at a $1.5M deductible for
FY20/21.
The Board discussed the coverage terms, and Staff Mangini noted that the coverage terms are the
same, just the premium and deductible have increased.
The Board discussed self-insurance, and Staff Mangini noted that there wasn’t time to do a selfinsurance analysis before this renewal period, but staff will be doing that analysis before the next
renewal period.
Chair Benton asked if the investments made to reduce batteries at the facility and make the facility safer
from battery dangers has made any difference in the premium amount. Staff Mangini answered that the
premium quotes we received are related to battery fires at MRFs around the country regardless of what
kind of hardening of the facility has been put in place. Chair Benton asked staff to research this to try
and validate some of the investments made.
The Board discussed a total loss analysis, and self-insurance. There are three total loss event risks to
the facility - fire, a plane crash from the airport, and a seismic event. Insurance doesn’t cover a seismic
event but does cover fire and airport. Staff Mangini added that some time ago an analysis was done,
and the Board made the determination that seismic insurance was too costly and that has continued to
remain the position of the agency. Staff Gans added that risk of a catastrophic fire that wipes out
multiple buildings is pretty low due to the setup at Shoreway. But he added that in a world of selfinsurance any investment made to harden the facility is money well spent.
Motion/Second: Rak/Dehn
12-0-0-0

Agency
Atherton
Belmont
Burlingame
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough

B.

Yes
X
X
X
X
X
X

No

Abstain

Absent

Agency
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
County of San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary Dist.

Yes
X
X
X
X
X
X

No

Abstain

Absent

Resolution Approving the FY20/21 SBWMA Budget and 6-Month (July 1, 2020 – December 31,
2020) Transition Budget and Capital Budget

Staff Mangini gave a PowerPoint presentation which highlighted the changes from the draft budget that
was presented in May. He noted that this was a presentation of a 6-month budget as well as full
FY20/21 budget so that tip fees could be projected. Given the current economic situation and
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Recology’s 2021 compensation increase, he took a conservative approach and did not pace revenue
increases with expenses increases this year. He added that this budget includes tip fee increases for
public drop off beginning July 1.
Member Brownrigg noted that he supported the staff work invested in this budget and appreciates the
work. He commented that he hoped the Organics-to-Energy project would help save money with the
increase in organics processing cost. He also commented that as an agency in the next budget cycle
the Board needs to look at some of these large capital expenditures coming up and look at how to
rebuild reserves to support those capital projects.
Member Widmer complimented Staff Managini on the budget presentation. He noted that he would like
to see the operations side projected out 3 years similarly to how capital was projected out.
Motion/Second: Widmer/Groom
Roll Call Vote: 12-0-0-0

Agency
Atherton
Belmont
Burlingame
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough

Yes
X
X
X
X
X
X

No

Abstain

Absent

Agency
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
County of San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary Dist.

Yes
X
X
X
X
X
X

No

Abstain

Absent

9. Collection and Recycling Program Support and Compliance
No Items

10. Shoreway Operations and Contract Management
A. Resolution Authorizing the Executive Director to Execute a Contract with Tanner Pacific for
Construction Management services at the Shoreway facility for FY20/21
Staff Gans gave an overview of the staff report and noted that Exhibit A is a place holder list and number
of anticipated costs and projects for FY20/21.
Member Widmer commented that the exact number in the staff report doesn’t seem like an estimate.
Staff Gans answered that each of the projects listed has an estimated number of hours, and the total
number is their hourly rate multiplied by the estimated hours.
Motion/Second” Widmer/Aguirre
Roll Call Vote: 12-0-0-0

Agency
Atherton
Belmont
Burlingame
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough

B.

Yes
X
X
X
X
X
X

No

Abstain

Absent

Agency
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
County of San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary Dist.

Yes
X
X
X
X
X
X

No

Abstain

Absent

Resolution Approving Organics Processing Agreement with Recology-BVON for a Five Year
Term, 2021-2025, at a cost of approximately $5,437,238
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Executive Director La Mariana gave an overview of the staff report, noting that there was only one
response to the RFP, and there is an extremely high differential between the current price and the new
price, but the cost increase reflects where the market is today.
Staff Ligon gave a summary of the RFP process, noting that there are very few large
compostprocessors in our geographic area that currently have capacity to receive the SBWMA material,
thus only one proposal was received. The RFP was delivered to 16 different composting facilities in the
greater Bay Area/Northern California region. He summarized the large financial impact of the new
contract and noted the key points in the agreement regarding the new contamination standards. He
explained that the Board may need to re-evaluate reinstating quarterly contamination monitoring to
ensure that the least contaminated material is being sent to BVON, so the lowest rates will be charged.
The Board discussed the contamination monitoring that was removed from the budget. Executive
Director La Mariana noted that when the Board eliminated contamination monitoring it was about
$40,000 for two audits per year. He added that this is an opportunity to re-evaluate and reactive it on a
limited scale to ensure locally the higher price is not triggered, but he thought the language in the
franchise agreements also had the ability at the collection agency level for reconciliation of
contamination issues and that staff would look to the Board for direction. Chair Benton noted concern
that there is a 2% difference between the Franchise Agreement maximum contamination of 10% and the
BVON number of 8% after the first year. Executive Director La Mariana agreed and noted this was a
key negotiating point. He added that staff will be looking to Recology’s Zero Waste specialists to work
with the commercial customers to clean up their material so that it is an acceptable level of
contamination. and staff would work with SBR to be as in sync as possible with all of the contracting
partners that handle the material to ensure that it would be acceptable to BVON at the lower price level,
Chair Benton directed staff to discipline customers that food waste is food waste.
The Board discussed the current contract with Newby Island which is receiving about 40% of the green
bin material. Member Widmer asked if a similar cost increase could be expected in 2022 when that
contract expires. Executive Director La Mariana couldn’t forecast the future Newby costs, but thought at
least for the food waste portion of the tonnage it would be an advantage to do preprocessing on site.
Member Widmer asked if there was a possibility of adding tons to the BVON contract if Newby increases
their costs this much in 2022. Staff Ligon answered that the agreement states up to 300 tons a day.
Member Hurt asked if there was an opportunity to have an extension on the current contract for a limited
amount of time. She also asked if there was time to do a second RFP and see if there were additional
responses. Executive Director La Mariana answered there was an extension clause in the current
agreement that was by mutual agreement, but Recology declined. He also noted that staff feels pretty
confident that a second RFP would result in the same response but noted that that there is movement at
the state level to bring more capacity in processing facilities to the state.
The Board discussed the termination clauses in the contract, wondering if 5 years was too long given
the potential for other facilities to be permitted during that time. Staff Ligon noted that there 15 different
termination clauses in the agreement all for cause. Member Rak commented that he would like to see
as much flexibility as possible around termination because he is concerned about the large price
increase. Executive Director La Mariana noted that there are no unilateral outs in the contract, but staff
would seek additional opportunities along the way. Staff Ligon added that there is a minimum of 30,000
tons per year that would have to be delivered to BVON, versus 72,000 tons planned in the first year of
the contract, so there is a pretty big delta opportunity if the Organics-to Energy scale up and other
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opportunities arise to allow for decreasing the amount of tons sent to BVON. Member Rak encouraged
staff to look at ways to reduce costs throughout the term of the contract.
Salvatore Coniglio Group Manager of Recology thanked the Board for the opportunity. He noted that
the process has been very fair and transparent. He also added that so much has changed with
composting facilities and regulations over the last few years. He addressed the contamination
discussion noting that it is in Recolgy’s best interest to create a clean feedstock because they are
creating a product that is going back into the earth and to farms. Which is why the industry is really
trying to push down the level of contamination with commercial organics collection.
Chair Benton asked if consultants that staff has worked with in the past have noticed this type of
increase with all of their solid waste clients. Executive Director La Mariana noted that staff has reached
out to both R3 Consultants and HF&H Consultants (both of whom do a lot of work for our Agency/ies)
and both have confirmed that this is where the market currently is and actually thought prices could go
higher as the facilities work to meet the new regulations.
Member Widmer moved to approve the contract but proposed to reinstate contamination monitoring.
Chair Benton noted that the motion would only approve the contract, and contamination monitoring
would be a future decision.
Motion/Second: Widmer/Brownrigg
Roll Call Vote: 12-0-0-0

Agency
Atherton
Belmont
Burlingame
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough

Yes
X
X
X

No

Abstain

X
X

Absent

X

Agency
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
County of San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary Dist.

Yes
X
X
X
X
X
X

No

Abstain

Absent

Member Hurt directed staff to closely look at and take notes as to how the contract is moving along
since the termination is for cause.
11. Public Education and Outreach
No Items

12. Informational Items Only (no action required)
A. 2020 Legislative Session Update
B. 2020 Finance and Rate Setting Calendar
C. Check Register Detail for May 2020
Member Widmer commented that the check register is improved since the transition to Redwood City
and complimented their team.
D. Quarterly Technical Consulting Contracts Update
E. Potential Future Board Agenda Items
13. Board Member Comments
Chair Benton asked for the schedule for the remained of the year. Executive Director La Mariana went
over the calendar for the remainder of the year. He didn’t think there was a need to have a July Board
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meeting so the Board would meet again in September. The October meeting would be a study on the
calendar year 2021 budget, and the final SB1383 regulations, and the final Board meeting of the year
would be the third week of November.
14. Adjourn 3:44PM
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4B
STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

SBWMA Board Members
Hilary Gans, Senior Engineer and Operations Manager
August 20, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting
Resolution Approving a License Agreement for the Use of Shoreway Sewer Line for
Discharge of Landfill Leachate by BFI’s Ox Mountain Landfill (Half Moon Bay) Facility.

Recommendation:
Staff recommends that the Board of Directors approve Resolution No. 2020-32 Approving a License Agreement
for the Use of Shoreway Sewer Line for Discharge of Landfill Leachate by BFI’s Ox Mountain Landfill (Half Moon
Bay) Facility, and finding the project exempt from CEQA review pursuant to CEQA guideline 15301.
Analysis
The Shoreway Environmental Center site contains a discharge inlet which leads to a wastewater pipeline that
flows into Silicon Valley Clean Water (SVCW) wastewater treatment plant in Redwood City. The inlet is not used
by SBWMA; it has been abandoned for some time. Browning Ferris Industries (BFI, also referred to as Republic),
typically discharges leachate from its Ox Mountain Landfill at the SVCW location. Construction at SVCW has
made access to the treatment plant discharge line difficult, and Republic needs to find other discharge locations
for an interim period. The company has requested permission from the SBWMA to access and use the discharge
inlet located at Shoreway. Under the terms of the attached License Agreement between SBWMA and BFI,
Republic will assume all responsibility and liability for testing that the inlet is in working order, and its subsequent
use, and will submit a traffic circulation and schedule for pre-approval prior to use. Republic is proposing to deliver
up to 5 loads of leachate in a Republic owned and operated tanker truck, but this number is still subject to a final
SBWMA-approved plan. The discharge pipe is located at the back of the Shoreway property and Republic would
discharge leachate on off-hours so that there is no interference with regular traffic. SVCW would install a meter at
the discharge pipe for tracking/billing purposes so that neither the SBWMA nor contractors will need to be
involved in record keeping or invoicing.
The SBWMA staff has offered to bring this item to the Board for consideration out of professional courtesy and in
recognition of the long-term relationship between Ox Mountain landfill, SVCW and the SBWMA. Staff is
recommending that the SBWMA grant Republic a license to use the discharge inlet at no-charge, with the
exception of a one-time “Application Fee” of $10,000 that is intended to recover legal and staff costs of making
this arrangement. The purpose of the License Agreement is to establish the terms and responsibilities of the
parties; it can be canceled by either party for any reason at any time.
Background
Ox Mountain Landfill generates 5-7 trucks of leachate that is discharged for treatment at SVCW and Half Moon
Bay Wastewater Treatment Plants (WWTP’s). In the past, when BFI was operating the Shoreway facility, it used
the discharge inlet located at the back of the property to dump landfill leachate directly into the sewer line. After
SBWMA hired other companies to provide collection and operations services, BFI/Republic found other ways to
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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discharge leachate to WWTPs. With SVCW doing major construction onsite, both SVCW and Republic are
working to identify locations for temporarily (1-year) discharging leachate into the sewer system.
Fiscal Impact
No fiscal impact except for one-time setup fee of the $10,000 that is intended to recover legal and staff costs of
making this arrangement.
Environmental Review
Approval of the license agreement is categorically exempt from the requirements of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to Section 15301 (Existing Facilities; negligible or no expansion of use) of the CEQA
guidelines, because the inlet and pipeline are existing facilities, and the License Agreement does not constitute an
expansion of use, because the activity is consistent with their former use.
Attachments:

Resolution 2020-32 Approving a License Agreement for the Use of Shoreway Sewer Line for Discharge of
Landfill Leachate by BFI’s Ox Mountain Landfill (Half Moon Bay) Facility.
Exhibit A - License Agreement between SBWMA and Republic Services, Inc. (with diagram depicting
location of inlet and pipeline and Republic’s Spill Response Plan).
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RESOLUTION NO. 2020-32
RESOLUTION OF THE SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
APPROVING A LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR THE USE OF SHOREWAY SEWER LINE FOR
DISCHARGE OF LANDFILL LEACHATE BY BFI’S OX MOUNTAIN LANDFILL (HALF MOON
BAY) FACILITY
WHEREAS, South Bayside Waste Management Authority (SBWMA) has a sewer discharge pipe located
at Shoreway that flows to Silicon Valley Clean Water (SVCW) wastewater treatment plant; and
WHEREAS, BFI’s Ox Mountain landfill needs a temporary location to discharge leachate while the SVCW
plant in under construction; and
WHEREAS, SBWMA and SVCW and BFI are working cooperatively to offer a temporary solution by
allowing BFI to use the Shoreway sewer pipe provided the use does not cause any hardship to the SBWMA, and
SBWMA is willing to grant BFI a temporary license for such use; and
WHEREAS, Approval of the license agreement is categorically exempt from the requirements of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to Section 15301 (Existing Facilities; negligible or no
expansion of use) of the CEQA guidelines, because the inlet and pipeline are existing facilities, and the License
Agreement does not constitute an expansion of use, because the activity is consistent with their former use.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the South Bayside Waste Management Authority hereby
authorizes and approves the License Agreement Between SBWMA and BFI for the Use of Shoreway Sewer Line
for Discharge of Landfill Leachate by BFI’s Ox Mountain Landfill (Half Moon Bay) Facility.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the South Bayside Waste Management Authority, County of
San Mateo, State of California on the 20th day of August, 2020, by the following vote:
Agency
Atherton
Belmont
Burlingame
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough

Yes

No

Abstain

Absent

Agency
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
County of San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary Dist

Yes

No

Abstain

Absent

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Resolution No. 2020-32 was duly and regularly adopted at a regular meeting of
the South Bayside Waste Management Authority on August 20, 2020.
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ATTEST:

____________________________________
Jess E (Jay) Benton, Chairperson of SBWMA

_________________________________
Cyndi Urman, Clerk of the Board
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LICENSE AGREEMENT BETWEEN
SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY AND
REPUBLIC SERVICES, INC.
This License Agreement ("License" or "Agreement"), dated as of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
, 2020 (the
"Effective Date"), is entered into by the SOUTH BAY WASTE MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY,
a public entity joint powers authority formed under the laws o f California ("SBWMA" or
"Authority"), located at 610 Elm Street, Ste. 202, San Carlos, CA, 94070, and, Browning-Ferris
Industries of California, Inc. a California Corporation ("Licensee") located at 12310 San Mateo
Road, Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 (individually, a "fill:!y"; collectively, the "Parties"), in reference
to the following:
RECITALS
A.

SBWMA owns and manages the Shoreway Environmental Center in San Carlos, California
which receives all the recyclables, green waste and garbage collected from the Authority's
member agencies (the "Premises"). The facility is operated on behalf of the Authority by
South Bay Recycling ("SBR") pursuant to an operating agreement. The Shoreway
Environmental Center includes a Recycling Center and Transfer Station. The Recycling
Center is a Material Recovery Facility (MRF) that is used for the unloading, processing,
and shipment to end-markets of recyclables from homes and businesses. The Premises
contains a Force Main Inlet ("Inlet") which leads to a wastewater pipeline ("Pipeline") that
flows to Silicon Valley Clean Water (SVCW) wastewater treatment plant in Redwood City.
The Inlet has been abandoned for some time; it is not used by SBWMA. A diagram of the
Shoreway Environmental Center depicting the location of the Inlet and Pipeline is attached
hereto as Exhibit A and made a part hereof by reference.

B.

Licensee, Browning-Ferris Industries of California, owns and operates the Ox Mountain
Sanitary Landfill (hereinafter, OMSL or landfill). The landfill, located at 12310 San Mateo
Road in Half Moon Bay, San Mateo County, is a Class III municipal refuse disposal
facility, meaning that it accepts non-hazardous municipal solid waste. Licensee currently
collects leachate from the landfill in storage tanks; some of the leachate is transferred to
tanker trucks for transport and discharge to SVCW in accordance with the requirements of
Licensee's wastewater discharge permit (SVCW 170109).

C.

SCVW is undergoing a major renovation of its treatment plant, and has notified Licensee
that it will not be able to accommodate the tanker trucks that deliver the leachate on its site
for a temporary period o f time, anticipated to be one year, during construction activity.
Licensee has asked SBWMA for permission to access and use the Inlet to discharge the
leachate to SCVW during the time they are not able to access the SCVW site.

0.

SBWMA is willing to grant Licensee a temporary and limited license to access the
Premises and use the Inlet to discharge leachate subject to the following terms and
conditions.
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AGREEMENT
In consideration of Recitals A through D, which are made a substantive part of this Agreement,
and the following Provisions, the Parties agree, as follows:
I.

2.

Grant of License.
A.

SBWMA grants Licensee and Licensee accepts a temporary, nonexclusive royaltyfree, non-assignable, non-transferable, non-sublicensable limited license
("License") to access and use the Premises for the purpose of delivering leachate in
tanker trucks from the OMSL to the SVCW through the Inlet located on the
Premises.

B.

The rights granted to Licensee under this License are conditional. Prior to utilizing
the Inlet, Licensee must demonstrate that it is in good working order and that
SVCW has agreed to accept leachate through the SBWMA Inlet and SVCW
Pipeline.

Use and Access.
a) Testing. Licensee acknowledges that the Inlet has been out of service for more than 20
years, and SBWMA makes no representations as to its current condition. Upon execution
of this License Agreement, Licensee, at its sole cost and expense, shall arrange for analysis
and testing of the Inlet by a licensed professional to determine its current condition and
suitability for safely conveying Licensee's leachate to SVCW. Licensee shall coordinate
the testing in advance with SBWMA and SBR to assure that it is performed at a time and
in a manner that does not interfere with any operations at the Shoreway Environmental
Center. In the event the testing reveals the Inlet is no longer functional or suitable for
conveying leachate, this License shall be null and void.
b) Use. In the event the testing reveals the Inlet is functional and suitable for conveying
leachate, and Licensee has provided written documentation to SBWMA of SVCW's
agreement to accept the OMSL leachate through the Inlet, Licensee may proceed to using
the Inlet. Prior thereto, Licensee shall submit a proposed time schedule and
traffic/circulation plan to SBWMA for approval, which outlines the days and times
Licensee intends to have its trucks access the site and deliver the leachate to the Inlet, and
how the trucks will circulate through the Premises. SBWMA will review the plan to make
sure Licensee's use of the Premises and Inlet does not interfere with any ongoing
operations at the facility. Upon written approval of the plan by SBWMA, Licensee may
commence the leachate delivery.
c) Regulatory Compliance. The Licensee's operations shall at all times be conducted in
compliance in all applicable federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations, including,
but not limited to, laws and regulations regarding environmental and occupational safety
and any and all applicable pem1its issued related to leachate discharge to the SVCW.
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Licensee shall provide SBWMA with quarterly copies of the Notices of Compliance issued
to it by SVCW for the OMSL leachate in accordance with Licensee's discharge permit
number SVCW 170109. If for any reason Licensee is found not to be in compliance, it shall
immediately cease using the Inlet. Additionally, Licensee has been provided a copy of, and
shall comply with, Shoreway Environmental Center's Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan.
d) Spill Response Plan. In the event any leachate is spilled on the Premises during
transportation and discharge into the Inlet, Licensee shall comply with the Spill Response
Plan attached hereto as Exhibit B and made a part hereof by reference.
3.

Term .. The term ("Term") of this Agreement shall commence on the Effective date and
shall conclude no later than 12 months after the Effective Date. Either party may terminate
the Agreement without cause upon 10 days written notice to the other. Notwithstanding the
former sentence, SB WMA reserves the right to immediately suspend or terminate the
License if circumstances arise, based on SBWMA's sole discretion, which warrant such
action.

4.

Payments.
The Licensee shall pay a one-time fee of not to exceed $10,000.00 (the
"Application Fee") to the SBWMA. The Application Fee shall be negotiated, and due
within ten ( 10) days after the Effective Date. In the event that the Licensee does not pay
the Application Fee on or before the date due, the Agreement will terminate.

5.

No Costs to SBWMA. Licensee shall bear all costs or expenses of any kind or nature in
connection with its use of the Premises and Inlet and shall keep the Premises free and clear
of any liens or claims of lien arising out of or in any way connected with its use the
Premises.

6.

Hazardous Material. Licensee shall not cause, nor shall Licensee allow any of its Agents
to cause, any Hazardous Material (as defined below) to be brought upon, released, or
disposed of in, on, under, or about the Premises, or transported to, from, or over the
Premises. Licensee shall immediately notify SBWMA when Licensee learns of, or has
reason to believe that, a release of Hazardous Material has occurred in, on, under, or about
any part of the Premises. Licensee shall further comply with all applicable laws requiring
notice of such releases or threatened releases to governmental agencies, and shall take all
action necessary or desirable to mitigate the release or minimize the spread of
contamination. If Licensee or its Agents cause a release of Hazardous Material, Licensee
shall promptly return the Premises to the condition immediately prior to the release,
without cost to SBWMA, in accordance with all laws, and using the highest and best
technology available. In connection with such remedial action, Licensee shall afford
SBWMA a full opportunity to participate in any discussion or negotiations with
governmental agencies and environmental consultants regarding any settlement agreement,
cleanup or abatement agreement, consent decree, or other compromise proceeding
involving Hazardous Material, and any other abatement or cleanup plan, strategy, and
procedure. For purposes of this License, "Hazardous Material" means material that,
because of its quantity, concentration, or physical or chemical characteristics, is at any time
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now or hereafter deemed by any federal, state, or local governmental authority to pose a
present or potential hazard to public health, welfare, or the environment. Hazardous
Material includes, without limitation, the following: any material or substance defined as
a "hazardous substance, pollutant or contaminant" pursuant to the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U .S.C.
Sections 960 I el seq., or pursuant to Section 25316 of the California Health & Safety Code
or any other federal, state, or local Law; a "hazardous waste" listed pursuant to
Section 25140 of the California Health & Safety Code; any asbestos and asbestos
containing materials whether or not such materials are part of the Premises or are naturally
occurring substances in the Premises; and any petroleum, including, without limitation,
crude oil or any crude-oil fraction, natural gas, or natural gas liquids, provided, the
foregoing shall not prohibit Licensee from traversing to, from, and across the Premises.
The term "release" or "threatened release" when used with respect to Hazardous Material
shall include any actual or imminent spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting,
emptying, discharging, injecting, escaping, leaching, dumping, or disposing in, on, under,
or about the Premises.
7.

Damage. Licensee shall not do anything in, on, under, or about the Premises that could
cause damage to or interference with any pipelines, facilities, or other property located in,
on, under, or about the Premises. Licensee will compensate SBWMA for any and all
damage caused to the Premises and SBWMA facilities resulting from the activities of
Licensee and its Agents.

8.

SBWMA PROVIDES NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND,
Disclaimer of Warranties.
WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THIS AGREEMENT,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR CONFORMITY TO ANY
REPRESENTATION OR DESCRJPTION.

9.

Indemnity.
Licensee shall indemnify, defend, reimburse, and hold harmless SBWMA,
its officers, agents, employees, and contractors, and each of them, from and against all
demands, claims, legal or administrative proceedings, losses, costs, penalties, fines, liens,
judgments, damages, and liabilities of any kind ("Claims"), arising in any manner out of
(a) any injury to or death of any person or damage to or destruction of any property
occurring in, on, or about any part of the License Area, whether such injury, death, damage,
or destruction is caused by the person or property of Licensee, its officers, directors,
members, employees, agents, consultants, contractors, or subcontractors (collectively,
"Agents"), its invitees, guests, or business visitors (collectively, "Invitees"), or third
persons, relating to any use or activity under this License, (b) any failure by Licensee to
faithfully observe or perform any of the terms, covenants, or conditions of this License,
(c) the use of the Premises or any activities conducted on the Premises by Licensee, its
Agents, or Invitees, (d) any release or discharge, or threatened release or discharge, of any
Hazardous Material caused or allowed by Licensee, its Agents, or Invitees, on, in, under,
or about the Premises, any improvements, or into the environment; except solely to the
extent of Claims resulting directly from the willful misconduct of SBWMA or SBWMA's
authorized representatives. In addition to Licensee's obligation to indemnify SBWMA,
Licensee specifically acknowledges and agrees that it has an immediate and independent
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obligation to defend SBWMA from any claim that actually or potentially falls within this
indemnity provision even if such allegation is or may be groundless, fraudulent, or false,
which obligation arises at the time such claim is tendered to Licensee by SBWMA and
continues at all times thereafter. The foregoing indemnity shall include, without limitation,
reasonable attorneys', experts', and consultants' fees and costs, investigation and
remediation costs, and all other reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the indemnified
parties, including, without limitation, damages for decrease in the value of the Premises
and claims for damages or decreases in the value of adjoining property. Licensee's
obligations under this Section shall survive the expiration or other termination of this
License.
1o.

Insurance.
Licensee shall, throughout the duration of this Agreement, maintain
insurance to cover Licensee (including its agents, representatives, and employees) in
connection with this Agreement. This Agreement identifies the minimum insurance levels
with which Licensee shall comply; however, the minimum insurance levels shall not
relieve Licensee of any other performance responsibilities under this Agreement (including
the indemnity requirements), Concurrently with the execution of this Agreement Licensee
shall furnish written proof of insurance (certificates and endorsements), in a form
acceptable to the SBWMA. Licensee shall provide substitute written proof of insurance no
later than 30 days prior to the expiration date of any insurance policy required by this
Agreement.
A.

Minimum Insurance Levels. Licensee shall maintain insurance at the following
minimum levels:
I.
Commercial General Liability coverage in an amount not less than
$2,000,000 general aggregate and $1,000,000 per occurrence for general
liability, bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage.
2.
3.

Automobile Liability coverage in an amount not less than $2,000,000 per
accident for bodily injury and property damage.
Workers' Compensation coverage as required by the State of California.

Endorsements. The insurance policies shall be endorsed via blanket form
B.
endorsements as follows:
I.
For the commercial general liability insurance, the SBWMA (including its
board members, officials, employees, and agents, including SBR) shall be
named as additional insured, and the policy shall be endorsed with a forn1
equivalent to ISO form CG 2010 0704 and CG 2037 0704.
2.

Licensee's insurance is primary to any other insurance available to the
SBWMA with respect to any claim arising out of this Agreement. Any
insurance maintained by the SBWMA shall be excess of the Licensee's
insurance and shall not contribute with it.

3.

Licensee's insurance will not be canceled, materially changed, or nonrenewed until after 30 days written notice has been given to the SBWMA.
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Excluding workers' compensation.
C.

Qualifications of Insurers. All insurance companies providing coverage to Licensee
shall be insurance organizations authorized by the Insurance Commissioner of the
State of California to transact the business of insurance in the State of California.

11.

Severability. If any provision of this License is determined to be unlawful and can be
deleted without altering the essence of the License, the unlawful provision will be deleted
and the remaining provisions will remain in full force or effect. The failure by either party
at any time to enforce its rights under this License will not be construed as a waiver of such
rights and no waiver by either party will be valid unless it is contained in a signed writing.

12.

Governing Law: Venue. This License will be governed by and interpreted in accordance
with the laws of the State of California without regard to its conflicts of law's provisions.
Any suit, claim, or legal proceeding of any kind related to this Agreement shall be filed
and heard in a court of competent jurisdiction in the County of San Mateo.

13.

Notices. All notices required to be sent under this License will be in writing and will be
mailed by certified mail, postage prepaid and return receipt requested, or sent by telex or
telefax or electronic mail, or a nationally recognized overnight courier service, addressed
to the recipient at the following address or to such other address as either party may
designate in writing:
Browning-Ferris Industries of California, Inc.
Travis L Armstrong, General Manager
Email: Tarmstrong2@republicservices.com
With a copy to:
Republic Services
Office of Chief Legal Officer
18500 N. Allied Way
Phoenix, AZ 85054
SBWMA
Hilary Gans, Sr. Operations/Engineering Manager
Email: hgans@rethinkwaste.org

14.

Integration. This Agreement constitutes the final, complete, and exclusive agreement and
understanding between SBWMA and Licensee regarding the License and supersedes all
prior and contemporaneous agreements, oral and written.

15.

Amendments. No amendment to or modification of this Agreement shall be valid and
binding unless made and confirmed in a writing duly executed by authorized
representatives of the parties hereto.
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16.

Assignment. This Agreement, and any portion thereof, shall not be assigned or transferred,
without the written consent of the SBWMA. Any attempt to assign or delegate this
Agreement without the written consent of the SBWMA shall be void and o f no force or
effect. Consent by the SB WMA to one assignment shall not be deemed to be consent to
any subsequent assignment.

17.

Signatures. The individuals executing this Agreement represent and warrant that they have
the right, power, legal capacity, and authority to enter into and to execute this Agreement
on behalf of the respective legal entities of the Licensee and the SBWMA. This Agreement
shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto and their respective
successors and assigns.

18.

Counterparts. This Agreement may be signed in counterparts, each of which shall be
deemed an original and all of which taken together shall constitute one instrument.

rN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first written
below.
Browning-Ferris Industries of California, Inc.
A California Corporation

SBWMA
A Joint Powers Agency
By _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Joe La Mariana,
Executive Director
Dated: - - - - - - - - - - - -

_
General Manager
Dated:

//

AuG-z2.02.o

Approved as to form:
General Counsel
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Spill Response Plan

Plan to address a spill during a discharge at SBWMA Facility located at 333 Shoreway Rd, San
Carlos, CA
a) Responsibility — BFI is responsible for reporting and clean-up of all spills related to the
discharge from its tank trucks or contractor's tank trucks to SBWMA facilities. BFI is
responsible for any costs incurred by SBWMA related to such spills. BFI is responsible for
any costs incurred by third parties that may be involved in any spill clean-up activities.
b) Definition of a spill — Any release of liquid outside of the drip-containment berm
is considered a spill.
c) Spill Prevention — BFI shall implement procedures for its trucks and drivers to
prevent any spill before, during or after the discharge to the SBWMA connection.
d) Spill Response Notification
i) For a spill limited to the pavement and/or landscaping — take the following action:
(1) Contact SBWMA at 408-888-7632 as soon as possible. Describe what was spilled,
when it was spilled and the extent of the spill.
(2) Contact BFI and clean up spill before it reaches the catch basin in the street.

ii) For a spill into the gutter and/or the public street where no liquid will enter the catch
basin — take the following action:
(1) Contact SBWMA at 408-888-7632 as soon as possible. Describe what was spilled,
when it was spilled and the extent of the spill.
(2) Contact BFI and clean up spill/take preventative measures before it reaches the
catch basin.
(3) Contact California Emergency Management Agency (CalEMA) at (800) 8527550.
(4) Contact San Mateo County Environmental Health Services at (650) 372-6200 before
5pm; after 5pm, call 911, and request notification to HAZMAT 30.

iii) Spill onto gutter and/or public street where liquid will enter or has entered catch basin — take
the following action:
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(1) Contact California Emergency Management Agency (CalEMA) at (800) 8527550.
(2) Contact San Mateo County Environmental Health Services at (650) 372-6200 before
5pm; after 5pm, call 911, and request notification to HAZMAT 30.
(3) Contact SBWMA at 408-888-7632. Describe what was spilled, when it was
spilled and the extent of the spill.
e) Spill training — BFI will implement training for all truck drivers delivering wastewater to the
SBWMA drop structure. The training will include:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Procedure for offloading liquid from truck to SBWMA facilities without spilling.
Definition of a spill.
Notification process for all spills.
Process for cleaning up spills.
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4C
STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

SBWMA Board Members
Joe La Mariana, Executive Director
August 20, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting
Resolution Extending the Proclamation of a Local Emergency Within SBWMA’s
Jurisdictions

Recommendation
It is recommended that the SBWMA Board of Directors approve Resolution No 2020-33 attached hereto
authorizing the following action: extend the proclamation of the existence of a local emergency with SBWMA’s
jurisdictions caused by the threat of the Novel COVID-19 virus.
Summary
On March 16, 2020, the San Mateo County Public Health Officer, in conjunction with the health officers of San
Francisco, Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, and Santa Clara issued an order directing all individuals living in the
county to shelter at their place of residence except that they may leave to provide or receive certain essential
services or engage in certain essential activities and work for essential businesses and governmental services;
exempting individuals experiencing homelessness from the shelter in place order but urging them to find shelter
and government agencies to provide it; directing all businesses and governmental agencies to cease non-essential
operations at physical locations in the county; prohibiting all non-essential gatherings of any number of individuals;
and ordering cessation of all non-essential travel.
Declarations of an emergency in response to COVID-19 were also approved by the following Member Agencies:
County of San Mateo on March 5, 2020; San Carlos on March 10, 2020; Menlo Park on March 11, 2020; Redwood
City on March 12, 2020; Atherton on March 13, 2020; Foster City, Belmont, Burlingame, and City of San Mateo on
March 16, 2020; and East Palo Alto and Hillsborough on March 17, 2020.
On May 28, 2020, the SBWMA Board of Directors confirmed and ratified the Declarations adopted by its Member
Agencies and proclaimed a local emergency within its jurisdiction.
Analysis
Per Government Code Section 8630, the Board of Directors must periodically reevaluate whether to continue the
proclamation of the existence.
Based on the fact that the State and County orders remain in effect, staff requests that the Board of Directors extend
the proclamation of a local emergency as authorized by Government Code Section 8630.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Fiscal Impact
Through the extension of a proclaimed local State of Emergency, SBWMA continues to be authorized to receive
mutual aid resources from the State of California to assist in response to and containment of the spread of COVID19 and is eligible for cost recovery funds related to response to the COVID-19 outbreak.
Attachments:
Resolution 2020-33 Extending the Proclamation of a Local Emergency Within SBWMA’s Jurisdictions
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RESOLUTION NO. 2020-33
RESOLUTION OF THE SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE
MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS EXTENDING THE
PROCLAMATION OF A LOCAL EMERGENCY WITHIN SBWMA’S JURISDICTIONS
WHEREAS, on January 30, 2020, due to confirmed cases of a severe acute respiratory illness caused by a new

coronavirus (“COVID-19”), the World Health Organization (“WHO”) declared the COVID-19 outbreak a public health
emergency of international concern, and on January 31, 2020, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services declared
a Public Health Emergency for the United States of America; and
WHEREAS, on or about March 4, 2020, as part of the State of California's response to address the global COVID19 outbreak, Governor Gavin Newsom declared a State of Emergency to make additional resources available, formalize
emergency actions already underway across multiple state agencies and departments, and help the state prepare for broader
spread of COVID-19; and
WHEREAS, on March 5, 2020, San Mateo County declared a Local Health Emergency pursuant to Health and Safety
Code Section 101080 due to the potential introduction of COVID-19 in San Mateo County; and
WHEREAS, on March 12, 2020, the President of the United States declared a National Emergency in response to
the spread of COVID-19; and

WHEREAS, the Member Agencies of SBWMA thereafter declared local emergencies; and
WHEREAS, on May 28, 2020, the Board of Directors found that the COVID-19 pandemic has caused, and
will continue to cause, conditions of extreme peril to the safety of persons within SBWMA’s jurisdiction that are likely
to be beyond the control of services, personnel, equipment, and facilities of SBWMA, requiring the combined forces
of other political subdivisions to combat, and proclaimed a local emergency and confirmed and ratified the
proclamation of local emergency by its Member Agencies; and
WHEREAS, the conditions creating the local emergency have not abated, as evidenced by new Order No.
c19-5e issued by the County of San Mateo on May 28, 2020 extending a shelter in place order until it is rescinded,
superseded, or amended in writing by the Health Officer.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the South Bayside Waste Management Authority hereby
approves the proclamation of a local emergency, extended as provided for in Government Code Section 8630.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the South Bayside Waste Management Authority, County of
San Mateo, State of California on the 20th day of August, 2020, by the following vote:
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Agency
Atherton
Belmont
Burlingame
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough

Yes

No

Abstain

Absent

Agency
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
County of San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary Dist

Yes

No

Abstain

Absent

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Resolution No. 2020-33 was duly and regularly adopted at a regular meeting of
the South Bayside Waste Management Authority on August 20, 2020.

ATTEST:

____________________________________
Jess E (Jay) Benton, Chairperson of SBWMA

_________________________________
Cyndi Urman, Clerk of the Board
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5A
STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

SBWMA Board Members
Joe LaMariana, Executive Director
August 20, 2020 Board of Directors Special Meeting
Potential Withdrawal of Town of Atherton from Membership in the SBWMA: Consideration of
a Resolution to Determine Atherton’s Liquidation Costs and Recommend Member Agencies
Approve the Withdrawal Based on Certain Conditions

Executive Summary
On June 29, 2020, the Town of Atherton formally notified SBWMA of its intent to withdraw from membership in the
SBWMA, effective December 31, 2020. Pursuant to the Second Amended and Restated Joint Powers Agreement
(“JPA Agreement”), Article 15, “Withdrawal from SBWMA”, a Member may not withdraw from the SBWMA unless
and until that Member achieves the following:
a. The liquidation in full of its proportion of any and all existing debts, obligations, and
liabilities incurred, earned, or expected to be earned by the date of withdrawal,
including but not limited to the Revenue Bonds, as determined by the Board.
b. The provision to the SBWMA of a written notice of intent to withdraw from the SBWMA at
least six (6) months prior to the end of the current Rate Year, specifying the date on which
the Member intends to withdraw.
c. The approval of such withdrawal by a 4/5 affirmative vote of Equity Members.

Atherton’s June 29, 2020 letter satisfies its Article 15.1.b. obligation. Next, it must satisfy its Article 15.1.a.
obligation, highlighted above. In order for it to do so, the Board is required to determine the amount Atherton must
pay to liquidate “its proportion of any and all existing debts, obligations, and liabilities incurred, earned, or expected
to be earned by the date of withdrawal,” which is the purpose of this meeting. Finally, pursuant to Article 15.1.c.,
Atherton’s withdrawal must be approved by four-fifths (10) of the JPA’s Equity Members (i.e., Member Agencies) to
become effective.
Staff recommends that the Board adopt the attached resolution determining the amount necessary for Atherton to
liquidate its portion of existing debt obligations based on calculating the amount required to defease Atherton’s
portion of SBWMA’s outstanding 2019 bonds plus costs, which is approximately $2.2 million dollars, 1 and further
recommending to the Member Agencies that they approve Atherton’s withdrawal from the JPA, as required by

The actual amount will vary slightly based on the date of defeasance and interest rates on Treasury obligations at the time. For example,
as calculated on July 14, 2020, the defeasance cost would be $2,203,016; if interest rates dropped to zero by the date of defeasance
(worst case scenario), the defeasance cost would be $2,271,183. If rates were to go up, on the other hand, the defeasance cost would be
less.

1
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Article 15.1.c. Atherton’s withdrawal will become effective December 31, 2020, provided 10 Equity Members have
approved the withdrawal and the liquidation amount has been paid by Atherton to the SBWMA.
Background
The original JPA for SBWMA was adopted effective December 9, 1999. It was established by a number of San
Mateo County entities to provide a regional approach to the collection and disposition of solid waste, recyclable
materials, and organic materials. Initially, SBWMA issued bonds in 2000 to acquire and reconstruct the Shoreway
Environmental Center Facility, to be operated by SBWMA to meet the regulatory requirements for solid waste and
recyclables for its Member Agencies. The original bonds were defeased and new bonds issued in 2009. In 2019,
SBWMA took action to refund the 2009 bonds, thereby saving SBWMA money and, at the same time, raising new
funds for certain capital improvements. The JPA has been amended and restated several times over the years; the
current governing JPA document dated June 19, 2013, is entitled the “Second Amended and Restated Joint
Exercise of Powers Agreement South Bayside Waste Management Authority”. 2
Atherton is one of the original founding members of SBWMA, and as such, is an “Equity Member.”3 Expressing
concern that SBWMA’s work no longer aligns with the needs and demands of its residents, Atherton has been
considering withdrawing from SBWMA for some time, and has been exploring alternative options for waste
management. It has now reached a tentative agreement with GreenWaste to provide those services, contingent
upon its withdrawal from SBWMA. Atherton and SBWMA exchanged letters related to the withdrawal process on
March 18th and April 27th (Attachment 1), and Atherton sent a formal Notice of Intent to Withdraw on June 29, 2020,
specifying December 31, 2020 as the exit date. (Attachment 2.) Assuming it goes forward, Atherton will be the first
entity to withdraw from SBWMA since it was formed. The City of Burlingame considered withdrawal in 2009, but
ultimately decided to remain a member. Thus, there is no institutional precedent on how the conditions specified in
Article 15 are to be met.
Calculation of Liquidation Amount
A. Bond Costs
KNN Public Finance Analysis: In preparation for responding to Atherton’s anticipated notice to withdraw, KNN Public
Finance (“KNN”), SBWMA’s financial advisor, was asked late last fall to calculate the portion of SBWMA’s
outstanding bond obligations attributable to Atherton, and to describe a method for retiring Atherton’s proportional
share of the bond obligations through a legal defeasance. In a letter dated December 6, 2019, KNN provided its
Bond Allocation and Defeasance Analysis, which was shared with Atherton. (Attachment 3.) KNN concluded that
because the outstanding bond obligations are for capital and equipment improvements at the Shoreway facility, a
reasonable means for allocating a Member Agency’s proportionate share is to measure their historic use of the
facility, based on franchise tonnage. KNN looked at Atherton’s share of overall franchise tonnage for years 2016,
2017, and 2018, and proposed three scenarios for determining Atherton’s proportional share of bond obligations:

2 A proposed Third Amended and Restated JPA is currently being circulated for consideration among member agencies, making a number
of clerical and administrative updates to the JPA document; none of the proposed changes impact Article 15, Withdrawal, of the
Agreement.
3 Under the SBWMA, JPA membership is divided into “equity members” and “non-equity members”; there are no non-equity members at
this time, nor have there ever been. The primary difference between an Equity Member and Non Equity Member is described in Section 6.3
of the JPA: basically, non-equity members are not entitled to vote on any matter before the board, and do not have the rights and liabilities
of equity members, particularly under Section 15, Withdrawal, or Section 16, Termination of the JPA.
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1) 2018 calendar year tonnage – 3.25%;
2) three-year average tonnage – 3.27%; and
3) three-year average tonnage rounded – 3.30%.
The cost ranged from a high of $2,019,383 to a low of $1,987,908. KNN also recommended that SBWMA include
an additional amount of $100,000 for costs related to work that would be required by bond counsel, verification
agent, escrow agent, and municipal advisor related to the defeasance transaction. KNN’s analysis was based on
market conditions as of December 4, 2019. After receiving Atherton’s June Notice of Intent to Withdraw, KNN was
asked to update its earlier analysis. In a July 22, 2020 letter, KNN provided an updated analysis based on July 14,
2020 market conditions. (Attachment 4.) As shown in that updated opinion, Atherton’s 2019 franchise tonnage
percentage was 3.24, slightly smaller than the 3.25% from 2018. Additionally, interest rates have fallen since
December 2019, so the cost of the defeasance escrow has increased. Based on these changes, KNN determined
that the updated amount of Atherton’s proportionate share of the bond obligations, using the 3.24% figure from
2019, equals $2,103,016. Adding the $100,000 for defeasance costs, the liquidation number equals $2,203,016.
Atherton/NHA Advisors Analysis: Atherton engaged a different financial advisor, NHA Advisors (“NHA”), to review
the December KNN analysis and to “take another look” at its financial obligations in the event of withdrawal. The
NHA analysis was included in the June 29th Notice of Intent to Withdraw. (Attachment 2.) In its analysis, NHA
acknowledged that KNN’s approach, using franchise tonnage as the measure of proportionality, is “the simplest and
most straightforward,” but proposed that other factors should be used in the calculation in order to reduce Atherton’s
exit costs. Most of the other factors proposed by NHA are revisionist in nature, essentially stemming from an
assumption that, based on its waste generation profile, Atherton paid more than its fair share during the entirety of
its membership in SBWMA, and that this unfairness should be addressed retroactively by way of a reduced exit
cost. Within this context, NHA suggested five different scenarios that could be utilized to determine what
proportionality to assign to Atherton in calculating its exit costs, which are discussed below. Each of the five
scenarios include a deduction labeled as “overpayment” in the amount of $581,386. NHA contends this deduction is
justified because Atherton, which has mostly single-family homes, did not itself need the build-out part of the
Shoreway facility that accommodates multifamily and commercial recycling and processing, and that therefore its
portion of the payments for the 2009 bonds was higher than it should have been. NHA notes that the $581,386
“represents a calculated total amount overpaid in the last ten years.” The actual analysis NHA utilized to reach this
number is not included in its letter.
The five scenarios proposed by NHA, which result in exit costs from Atherton ranging from $1,677,498 to negative
$79,573 (where SBWMA would owe money to Atherton), are summarized below for the Board’s convenience. 4 They
are contained in their entirety in Attachment 2.

4



Scenario 1: this scenario uses the same methodology as the KNN analysis, but includes the $581,386
deduction for “overpayment” discussed above. Based primarily on this adjustment, NHA concludes the
amount owed is $1,677,498.



Scenario 2: this scenario assumes that in the future Atherton’s share of the franchise tonnage will decline
from 3.25% to 1.5% because it will remain stable while other member agencies will see population growth.
Using this hypothetical reduced percentage would reduce the cash required to defease Atherton’s portion of
the bonds from $2.26 million to $1.5 million. After deducting the overpayment, the amount owed is
$933,748.

All of NHA’s scenarios include the $100,000 defeasance costs.
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Scenario 3: the 2019 bonds consist of two series: 2019A, which refunded the 2009 bonds, and 2019B,
which raised capital (new money) for future improvements. In this scenario NHA proposes the exclusion of
defeasance costs related to the 2019B (new money) bonds, on the basis that the bond proceeds will be
used for future improvements that will not benefit Atherton. If the defeasance costs for the 2019B (new
money) bonds are excluded ($1,566,259) and the overpayment deducted ($581,386), the amount owed is
$984,874.



Scenario 4: this scenario combines Scenario 2 (taking into account a presumed future reduction in
Atherton’s proportion of the waste stream), and Scenario 3 (exclusion of the cost to defease the 2019B
(new money) bonds, reducing the proportionate share to $903,623 ($322,238 with the overpayment
deduction). This is the Scenario that Atherton proposes SBWMA accept in its Notice of Intent to Withdraw,
without the deduction for overpayment.



Scenario 5: this scenario includes Scenarios 2 and 3 and proposes additional reductions in the allocation of
the 2019A bonds relating to the 2009 projects, similar to the argument made for the “overpayment”
deduction, but in addition thereto. Under this scenario, SBWMA would end up owing $79,573 to Atherton.

B. Other Costs
HF&H Consultants, LLC: In addition to KNN, staff retained HF&H Consultants to determine whether there are other
(unrelated to the bonds) financial obligations attributable to Atherton that should be included in the liquidation
amount pursuant to Article 15.1.b. which requires the withdrawing Member to liquidate in full “its proportion of any and
all existing debts obligations, and liabilities incurred, earned, or expected to be earned by the date of withdrawal.” After
examining SBWMA’s financial records, HF&H concluded that there are no other existing debt obligations or
liabilities that Atherton would be responsible for after its withdrawal on December 31, 2020, the only exception
would be an insurance claim, were one to be filed prior to that time. (Attachment 5.) As discussed in the Fiscal
Impact section below, after Atherton’s withdrawal, ongoing operational expenses would be apportioned between the
remaining Members, because under the JPA, once a Member withdraws, it is no longer responsible for SBWMA’s
continued operational expenses.
Discussion
Under the terms of the JPA, a Member Agency may not withdraw unless and until it has liquidated in full its
proportion of any and all existing debts, obligations, and liabilities of, as determined by the Board. The JPA does not
specify the formula to be used when calculating this liquidation cost, so it falls upon the Board to make a
determination based on the information presented. Based on the analyses prepared by the financial consultants for
SBWMA and Atherton, there are basically three options for the Board to consider:
1) the KNN analysis which fully defeases the 2019A and B bonds based on franchise tonnage,
2) the NHA analysis which calculates the amount based on franchise tonnage but excludes the 2019 (new
money) bonds proposed by Atherton, or
3) the NHA Scenario 4 analysis (without the overpayment deduction), proposed by Atherton.
Option 1 – Full Defeasance of all 2019 bonds based on franchise tonnage (estimated cost $2,203,016).
SBWMA’s consultant, KNN, utilizes franchise tonnage to determine Atherton’s share of liabilities, noting that “In our
opinion, franchise tonnage is the most reasonable measure to use in determining a member’s proportionate share
of liability because it mirrors the long-standing practice of allocating costs.” (Attachment 3, page 1.) Atherton’s
consultant, NHA, in its analysis, acknowledges that using franchise tonnage to calculate proportionate liability is the
“simplest and most straightforward approach.” (Attachment 2, page 2.) Staff recommends this option because it
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provides a reasonable approach, based on established business practice, to determine Atherton’s proportionate
share of outstanding debt as of December 31, 2020, in conformance with the requirements of the JPA Because the
JPA requires a withdrawing Member Agency to liquidate in full its proportionate share of debt. This option assures
that Atherton will be responsible for its full share of existing debt, which it agreed to when it became a member of
the JPA; it is thus fair to both Atherton and the JPA’s remaining Member Agencies. Under this option, the liquidation
amount Atherton is required to pay is approximately $2,203,016.
Option 2 – Partial Defeasance of 2019 bonds (exclusion of 2019B (new money) bonds) based on franchise
tonnage (estimated cost $1,543,090). Atherton’s consultant, NHA, suggests that Atherton should not be
responsible for defeasing its portion of the 2019B (new money) bonds because, by leaving in December, it will not
reap the future benefits the of capital raised by these bonds. In its review of NHA’s analysis, KNN calculated what
Atherton’s liquidation amount would be if the 2019B (new money) bonds were excluded from the debt calculation.
(Attachment 3, page 3.) The result of excluding the 2019B (new money) bonds is shown in the chart below.

2019A (Refunding
2019B (New Money)
Total

All bonds
defeasance
$44,511,685
20,355,228
$64,866,913

Atherton Share
(3.24%)
$ 1,443,090
659,926
$2,103,016

As the chart shows, Atherton’s cost to defease its proportionate share of the 2019B (new money) bonds is
$659,926; subtracting that amount from its full liability would mean that Atherton’s liquidation amount would be
$1,443,090 (plus the $100,000 for defeasance costs), for a total estimated cost of $1,543,090. 5
If the Board agreed to exclude the 2019B (new money) bonds from the calculation, Atherton’s portion of the debt
would be assumed by the remaining Member Agencies. KNN provided a chart, shown below, in its updated analysis
that breaks down the additional amount of debt each member agency would incur if Atherton’s portion of the 2019B
(new money) bonds were allocated amongst them (the total difference in the remaining members’ debt service,
$677,912, is somewhat higher than cost of defeasance, $661,545, because the cost of defeasance is calculated to
the first call date on the bonds, whereas the debt service on the bonds goes through final maturity of the bonds).The
far right column entitled “Total Difference” shows the additional amount each individual entity would pay:

NHA’s analysis calculates the amount be necessary for defeasing Atherton’s share of only the 2019A refunding bonds as $1,466,259,
rather than $1,443,090. This difference likely reflects different assumptions as to timing and interest rates. KNN’s number is the more
current, and therefore the better number to rely on for purposes of the Board’s determination.

5
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Staff recommends the Board reject this option because there is no contractual support for this approach in the
language of the JPA. Under Article 15, if debt is issued prior to withdrawal (“any and all existing debts, … by the
date of withdrawal”), that debt is to be included in the calculation of proportionate share of debt obligations. Atherton
was a Member Agency in 2019 when the bonds were issued by SBWMA; thus, it is responsible for its share of the
debt. The fact that it will not reap the benefit of future improvements if it withdraws from the JPA is not a reason to
excuse Atherton from responsibility for its share. In withdrawing from SBWMA, Atherton is choosing to forego future
benefits - the JPA language does not provide for remaining Member Agencies to subsidize this choice.
Option 3 – Partial Defeasance of 2019 bonds based on exclusion of 2019B (new money) bonds plus a
hypothetically-reduced franchise tonnage percentage (estimated cost $903,623). Option 3 is Atherton’s
proposed approach. It consists of determining Atherton’s proportionate share by first excluding the 2019B (new
money) bonds (discussed above), and then factoring in a hypothetical reduction in Atherton’s future portion of the
franchise tonnage if it were to remain a member. Under this approach, in Scenario 4, NHA estimates that Atherton’s
liquidation amount would be $903,623. In its Notice of Intent to Withdraw, Atherton asks that SBWMA consider this
amount as the appropriate liquidation cost.
Staff believes this number does not comply with the requirements of Article 15 for several reasons. First, as
discussed above, Atherton’s obligation to defease its portion of the 2019B (new money) bonds should not be
excused because this is an indebtedness incurred while Atherton was a Member of SBWMA, and Atherton is
contractually obligated to liquidate its portion of the debt in full as a condition of withdrawal. Secondly, the
assumption that Atherton’s share of the franchise tonnage would decline in the future if it were to remain a Member
of SBWMA is speculative and unsupported by any evidence; it does not constitute a reasonable basis to reduce its
current, definable debt obligation. If the Board were to select this option, the $1,204,552 balance of Atherton’s debt
obligation would be apportioned amongst the remaining Member Agencies. Similar to the chart above, the far right
column of the chart below shows what each Member Agency’s additional cost would be:
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Belmont
Burlingame
County
No. Fair Oaks
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
West Bay
Sanitary
Total

Avg. Annual
DS with Total
Atherton
Prepayment
(3.242%)
$171,264
$414,500
$109,227
$106,491
$189,140
$207,389
$102,865
$436,486
$690,118
$272,838
$768,550
$53,914
$3,522,781

Avg. Annual
DS with
Total DS with Total DS with
Partial
Total
Partial
Atherton
Atherton
Atherton
Prepayment
Annual
Prepayment
Prepayment
Total
(1.393%) Difference
(3.242%)
(1.393%) Difference
$174,537
$3,273
$3,767,818
$3,839,820
$72,002
$422,420
$7,921
$9,118,990
$9,293,251
$174,260
$111,314
$2,087
$2,402,988
$2,448,909
$45,920
$108,526
$2,035
$2,342,805
$2,387,575
$44,770
$192,754
$3,614
$4,161,069
$4,240,586
$79,516
$211,352
$3,963
$4,562,550
$4,649,738
$87,189
$104,831
$1,966
$2,263,031
$2,306,277
$43,246
$444,827
$8,341
$9,602,682
$9,786,185
$183,503
$703,306
$13,188
$15,182,594
$15,472,727
$290,133
$278,052
$5,214
$6,002,445
$6,117,149
$114,704
$783,237
$14,687
$16,908,103
$17,231,210
$323,107
$54,944
$3,590,100

$1,030
$67,319

$1,186,108
$77,501,185

$1,208,774
$78,982,202

$22,666
$1,481,017

Legal or Credit Implications Created by Atherton’s Withdrawal: Bond counsel (Stradling Yocca Carlson &
Rauth) has raised no additional legal issues relating to the bonds that the Board needs to be aware of. KNN Public
Finance has indicated that Atherton’s withdrawal should have no rating impact, as it was known as a risk at the time
of the last bond issuance, but allowing a Member Agency to exit without a full defeasance of its obligation could
result in a rating impact in the future if additional Member Agencies were to withdraw from SBWMA.
Fiscal Impact
Assuming that Atherton’s withdrawal is approved, the fiscal impact to SBWMA will depend on the liquidation amount
determined by the Board, as discussed above. If the Board chooses Option 1, Atherton’s share of the existing debt
obligation will be paid. If the Board chooses Option 2 or 3, the remaining Member Agencies will each be responsible
for a higher amount of debt service on the bonds.
Otherwise, under all options, commencing January 1, 2021, the remaining eleven Member Agencies will be
responsible for the ongoing operational costs of SBWMA because, pursuant to the terms of the JPA, once a
Member Agency withdraws, it is no longer a part of SBWMA and thus no longer responsible for ongoing expenses.
Tip fee revenue from each Member Agency covers SBWMA fixed and variable costs. After adjusting for Atherton’s
variable costs, Staff calculates that Atherton’s withdrawal will result in a net shortfall in operating funds of
approximately $146,760 from fixed costs that would need to be reallocated. Staff anticipates recommending the
Board address this shortfall through a tip fee adjustment of $0.52 per ton for all franchise material. To put this in
perspective, the 52 cents would be added to current franchise tip fees, which range from $127/ton to $141/ton. The
projected impact of this increase to the individual Member Agencies is shown in the chart below:
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Belmont
Burlingame
County
No. Fair Oaks
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary

SBWMA

Total Tip Fee
Tons
13,240
33,910
8,457
8,603
16,370
16,345
8,208
34,995
55,248
21,061
60,957
4,276
281,671

Percentage of
Allocation
5%
12%
3%
3%
6%
6%
3%
12%
20%
7%
22%
2%
100%

Dollar
Amount of
Allocation
$6,898
$17,668
$4,407
$4,482
$8,529
$8,516
$4,277
$18,234
$28,786
$10,973
$31,761
$2,228
$146,760

Next Steps
The Board’s determination of the liquidation costs is a final administrative decision which is not subject to appeal.
Once the Board makes this determination, Atherton is then required to secure approval of withdrawal by “a 4/5
affirmative vote of Equity Members.” (Article 15.1.c.) Approval by the governing board of each Member Agency is
required because Article 15 makes a distinction between the process for determination of the liquidation amount,
which is made by the SBWMA Board, and the approval to withdraw, which is made by the Equity Members. Given
that SBWMA consists of twelve Equity Members, ten of them will need to approve the withdrawal before it can
become effective. This means that each Member Agency’s governing board will need to place the matter on its
agenda for consideration, mirroring the process used when the JPA itself was amended.
Atherton has suggested that Article 15.1.c be interpreted differently, and that the approval to withdraw does not
need to go to each Member Agency, rather, it can be made by a 4/5 vote of the Board, because the Board consists
of representatives from each Member Agency. Staff does not agree with this interpretation. As noted above, the
JPA makes a distinction in Article 15 between the Board and Equity Members. The Board is required to determine
the liquidation amount, the Equity Members are required to approve the withdrawal. Under the JPA, “Board” is
defined as the governing Board of Directors of the SBWMA, comprising one Director from each of the Members.
“Member” is defined as the public entity itself. If the parties had intended that the Board to make the decision, they
would have written the JPA to say that; instead, the JPA language requires the final approval for withdrawal go to
the individual entities. In staff’s opinion, if the Board were to take action to approve the withdrawal, that action would
be void because the Board has no authority to approve a Member’s withdrawal under the terms of the JPA.
The Board is asked to adopt the resolution attached to the staff report, Attachment 6, determining the method to be
used to calculate Atherton’s proportionate share of outstanding debt. The resolution further recommends to the
Equity Members (Member Agencies) that they approve Atherton’s withdrawal upon payment of the exit obligations
as determined by the Board. Pursuant to Section 15.1a., each Member Agency’s approval will be contingent upon
and not effective until Atherton has liquidated its obligations calculated in accordance in accordance with the
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Board’s determination. To assist the Member Agencies as they consider this request, staff will prepare a staff report
and resolution which can be utilized by each Member Agency as it considers Atherton’s request.
Timing Considerations

As noted above, once the Board determines the amount necessary for Atherton to liquidate its proportional debt, Atherton will
need to secure the approval of at least ten of the Member Agencies in order to effectuate the withdrawal. This needs to occur
before the end of the year, and with enough time for Atherton to complete its negotiations with GreenWaste and to make its
liquidation payment to SBWMA no later than December 31, 2020. Staff understands this is a daunting task, which is why this
item has been scheduled for this special meeting rather than waiting to have it placed on the Board’s next regular meeting in
September. Once ten Member Agencies approve the withdrawal, staff with work with its consultants and Atherton’s staff to
effect the defeasance.

Recommendation
It is recommended the Board take action to determine the amount necessary for Atherton to liquidate its
proportionate share of debt so that it can move forward in the withdrawal process. Staff recommends the Board
select Option 1 - full defeasance of Atherton’s share of both 2019A and B bonds (approximately $2,203,016), as the
liquidation amount. It is further recommended the Board adopt the attached Resolution, setting forth the liquidation
process and recommending that Member Agencies approve Atherton’s withdrawal contingent and effective upon its
payment of the determined amount.
Attachments:

1) March 18, 2020 Letter from Atherton re Intent to Withdraw; April 27, 2020 response letter from Authority
to Atherton
2) KNN Public Finance Analysis dated December 6, 2019
3) June 26, 2020 Notice of Intent to Withdraw including NHA Advisors Analysis
4) KNN Public Finance Additional Analysis dated July 22, 2020
5) HF&F Consultants Analysis dated August 11, 2020
6) Resolution 2020-34 - Determining the Amount Required for the Town of Atherton to Liquidate its
Proportionate Share of SBWMA Existing Debt in Connection with the Town’s Notice of Intent to Withdraw
from Membership in SBWMA; and Recommending Member Agencies Approve the Withdrawal, Subject to
Certain Conditions.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Town of Atherton

Office of the City Manager
150 Watkins Avenue

%^-^J

Atherton, California 94027

Phone:(650)752-0500
Fax:(650)614-1212

March 18,2020
VIA E-MAIL AND U.S. MAIL
Joe La Mariana
Executive Director

South Bayside Waste Management Authority
610 Elm Street, Suite 202
San Carlos, CA 94070

E-Mail:jlamanana@rethinkwaste.org
Re;

Town of Atherton's Notice of Withdrawal from SBWMA JPA

Dear Director La Mariana:

This letter is to notify you that the Town of Atherton ("Atherton" or "Town") is considering
withdrawal from the South Bayside Waste Management Authority("SBWMA"or"JPA").The Town
is principally concemed that the JPA's work no longer aligns with the needs and demands of the
Town's residents, so it is exploring alternative options for waste management
The general rules of governance for SBWMA are laid out in the Second Amended and Restated
Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement dated June 19, 2013 ("JPA Agreement"). Therein, and as
discussed below, Article 16- Withdrawal from SBWMA provides certain procedures to withdraw
from the JPA:

15.1 Withdrawal Conditions. A Member may not withdraw from the SBWMA unless and
until that Member achieves the following:

a. The liquidation in full of its proportion of any and all existing debts, obligations, and
liabilities incurred, earned, or expected to be earned by the date of withdrawal,
including but not limited to the Revenue Bonds, as determined by the Board.
b. The provision to the SBWMA of a written notice of intent to withdraw from the
SBWMA at least six (6) months prior to the end of the current Rate Year, specifying
the date on which the member intends to withdraw.

c. Approval of such withdrawal by a 4/5 affirmative vote of Equity Members.
Notice of Intent to withdraw is due to the Board at least six (6) months before the end of a rate
year.(JPA Agreement, Section 15.1(b).) A rate year, as defined in the JPA Agreement, ends on
December 31 so notice must be provided by the end of June in the member's final rate year. This
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ATTACHMENT 1

Joe La Mariana, SBWMA Executive Director
March 18.2020

Page 2

ietter shaii serve as Atherton's notice of intent to withdraw pursuant to Section 15.1; however,the
Town reserves the right to remain as a Member as long as withdrawal does not actually occur.
As part of the process for withdrawal from the JPA,the Town would like to clarify its obligations
for the payment of the Town's proportionate share of SBWMA's liabilities required for withdrawal
under Section 15.1(a).

The Town understands that its obligations to the JPA are a function of the assets which it has
invested in the JPA and any bond indebtedness that it has signed and remain outstanding at the
time of withdrawal.

As a founding member of the JPA, Atherton has been an Equity Member since 1999. During that
time,the Town has financially supported each of the JPA's initiatives, predominately including the
development, construction, and management of the Shoreway Environmental Center. If the Town
was to withdraw from the JPA,the value of the Center—proportionate to the Town's contribution
to the Center's development-^ould properly be valued as an asset owed to the Town, less the
value of the Town's use of the Center until the time of withdrawal.

The JPA Agreement provides, in the event the JPA is terminated without naming a successor
agency, "ail assets and liabilities shall be apportioned to each Member in proportion to the
contribution of each current Member's ratepayers' total contribution [until termination]." (JPA
Agreement, section 16.1(b).) This means that, at the termination of the JPA, each remaining
member will receive a portion of the assets of the JPA, less the amount of outstanding JPA
obligations.
it follows that the same principle applies if the Town was to withdraw from the JPA The JPA's
portfolio of assets includes, in part, those only made possible by the Town's contributions.
Assuming the Town withdraws from the JPA,assets due to the Town would be reallocated to the
remaining members until such time that those members withdraw, via termination of the JPA or
othenvise. Thus,the Town is owed the same consideration and entitled to the value of its assets
at the time that it withdraws from the JPA, if it so choses to withdraw.

Outside the express language of the JPA Agreement, principles of equity call for the Town to be
paid its share ofthe JPA assets-the Town will no longer benefitfrom use of the Center and other
JPA initiatives. These assets, part of which were fostered by the Town's contributions, will only
be utilized by the remaining members; to ignore the Town's contributions would unjustly benefit
and enrich the remaining members.
It is true at the creation ofthe JPA the assets, rights,and liabilities ofthe JPA "shall not constitute
assets, rights, debts, liabilities, or obligations of any of the Agencies [of] the SBWMA."(JPA
Agreement, Section 3.3.) However, this Is contradicted in the plain language of the JPA
Agreement that repeatedly and expressly provides each member is allocated responsibility to the
JPA proportionate to its contributions and needs. We believe that the intent of this section was
more appropriately to highlight the fact that the JPA is a separate legal entity and therefore,
members are not individually liable for the contractual obligations of the JPA. And,in any event,
if the Town is not entitled to the benefits of the JPA (proportionate share of assets), it should be
followed that it is also not burdened by its debts and liabilities.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Joe La Mariana, SBWMA Executive Director
March 18, 2020
Page 3

As a founding principle, indeed prior to the section quoted above, the recitals of the JPA
Agreement provide Ihe costs for planning and implementing Solid Waste and Recycling
Programs will be based on a fair and equitable allocation system that considers the relative
benefits to each Agency and the additional costs of services provided to each Agency."(JPA
Agreement, Recital (□).) This means that a driving factor in the allocation of financial
responsibilities within the JPA was the proportionate use and benefit gleaned by each member.
Thus, each member was assessed for costs at a rate with consideration of their proportionate use
and benefit from the JPA.

SBWMA's predominant direction, especially in recent years, has been to fund projects that target
and benefit commercial growth and diversion. Atherton is a buiit-out residential community with
no commercial development or uses. Therefore, the Town does not benefit from this targeted
approach in any way, and it never has. To avoid this divergence from the JPA's founding principle
articulated above, Atherton expressly requested that processing costs for commercial and
residential uses be apportioned equitably. Unfortunately, the request, and even discussion of the
request, was unilaterally declined. Consequently, it comes as no surprise that while Atherton has
benefited the JPA, the JPA has predominantly served at the pleasure of, and for the advantage
of, the other members.

in addition. Section 12.1 ~ Debts and Liabilities provides that a member agency's obligation is
"expressly limited only to the appropriation and contribution of such funds as may be levied
pursuant to this agreement or as the Members hereto may agree." Furthermore, Section 13.2 Attributing Soiid Waste provides "the SBWMA shall establish a fair and equitable method of
attributing Solid Waste, Recyclable Materials, and Plant Materials to the Members that are
delivered to the Facilities." These further support that the Town is entitled to its share of the JPA's
assets, indeed, despite these established principles of fair allocation, the Town has never utilized
the JPA's full suite of services, nor received a discount for not doing so - as explained, the Town
does not produce multi-family unit or commercial waste like other members and was denied its
request to equitably apportion costs related to each.
If the SBWMA were to abide by the exact language of the JPA Agreement, "Revenue Bonds" is
expressly defined as only Ihose certain revenue bonds titled 'South Bayside Waste Management
Authority (San Mateo County, Caiifomia) Solid Waste System Revenue Bonds, Series 2000,' and
issued in the amount of $20,090,000 on March 1, 2000." (JPA Agreement, Ex. C, "Definitions.")
There is no mention or consideration for future revenue bonds. Thus, a plain reading provides

room for an argument to be made that the JPA Agreement does not apply to bonds issued beyond
the Series 2000 bonds and the Town, or really any JPA member, has no obligation to revenue

bonds except for the Series 2000 bonds pursuant to the JPA Agreement.
The Town is entitled to certain assets of the JPA proportionate to Its financial contributions to JPA
initiatives until the time of the Town's withdrawal. However, the requisite liquidation prior to
withdrawal is a measure of both the Town's assets and liabilities in the JPA. The total assets of
the JPA as of the 2017/18 Audited Financial Statements is $74,506,626. The JPA's stated total

liabilities in that same Report is $54,235,476. Allocating the Town's responsibility at 3.25% for
both assets and iiabiiities result in a net to the Town of $658,812. The Town does not expect the

JPA to refund the Town in that amount nor liquidate its assets; however, the Town asks for the
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Joe La Mariana, SBWMA Executive Director
March 18, 2020

Page 4

Board's response on the Town's outstanding assets and obligations to liquefy in the event the
Town decides to withdraw from the JPA.

The Town appreciates the Board's assistance in this matter as the Town considers its options for
waste management.

Sincerely^

George J.K^dericks
City Manat
Town of Atherton

cc: City Council
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(^tiink

^waste.
South Bayside Waste
Management Authority

A Public Agency
April 27, 2020

Mr. George J. Rodericks, City Manager
Town of Atherton
150 Watkins Avenue

Atherton, OA 94027

grodericks@ci.atherton.ca.us
VIA email and U.S. Postal Service

RE: TOWN OF ATHERTON'S NOTICE OF INTENT TO WITHDRAW FROM SBWMA JPA

Dear Mr. Rodericks;

The South Bayside Waste Management Authority(SBWMA or Authority) is in receipt of your letter dated March 18, 2020
advising SBWMA that the Town of Atherton is considering withdrawing from the Authority. The letter states that it serves as
Atherton's six month Notice of intent to Withdraw, which is required under the terms of the Joint Powers Agreement(JPA)
governing the SBWMA. The letter notes that the end of the rate year is December 31, 2020; it does not, however, state a
specific date on which Atherton intends to withdraw, which is also required under the JPA. We assume if Atherton moves
forward with withdrawing from the Authority, it will provide the specific notice in a timely manner. Additionally, the letter
requests clarification of Atherton's obligations for the liquidation of its proportionate share of SBWMA's liabilities as required
by the withdrawal process set forth in the JPA.
The original JPA for SBWMA was adopted effective December 9, 1999. The Authority was established by a number of San
Mateo County entities to provide a regional approach to the collection and disposition of solid waste, recyclable materials
and organic materials, initially, the Authority issued bonds in 2000(the "Revenue Bonds" defined in the original JPA)to
acquire and reconstruct the Shoreway Environmental Center Facility, to be operated by the Authority to meet the regulatory
requirements for solid waste and recyclables for Its member agencies. In 2019, the Authority took action to refund previously
issued bonds, thereby saving the Authority money and, at the same time, raising funds for certain capital Improvements. The
JPA has been amended and restated several times over the years; the current governing JPA document dated June 19,
2013, is entitled the "Second Amended and Restated Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement South Bayside Waste
Management Authority" (the JPA).^
The Town of Atherton Is one of the original founding members of the JPA, and as such is an "Equity Member."^ Article 15 of
the JPA sets forth the process for withdrawing as a Member of the JPA. It provides:
15.1
Withdrawal Conditions. A Member may not withdraw from the SBWMA unless and until
that Member achieves the following:
a. The liquidation in full of its proportion of any and all existing debts obligations, and
'A proposed Third Amended and Restated JPA is currently being circulated for consideration among member agencies, making a number of clerical
and administrative updates to the JPA document; none of the proposed changes impact Article 15, Withdrawal, of the Agreement.

^ Under the SBWMA,JPA membership Is divided into "equity members" and "non-equity members"; there are no non-equity members at this time, nor
have there ever been. The primary difference between an Equity Member and Non Equity Member is described in Section 6.3 of the JPA: basically,
non-equity members are not entitled to vote on any matter before the board, and do not have the rights and liabilities of equity members, particularly
under Section 15, Withdrawal, or Section 16, Termination of the JPA.
6l0 E)m street,Suite 202 j
San Carlos, CA 94070
j

P: 650-802-3500
F:650-802-3501

RethinkWaste.org

MEMBER AGENCIES: Town of Atherton • City of Belmcnt • City of Burilngame • City of East Palo Alto ♦ City of Foster City • Town of Hillsborough
City of Menio Park • City of Redwood City • City of San Carlos • City of San Mateo • County of San Mateo • West Bay Sanitary District
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liabilities incurred, earned, or expected to be earned by the date of withdrawal, including
but not limited to the Revenue Bonds, as determined by the Board.

b. The provision to the SBWMA of a written notice of intent to withdraw from the SBWMA
at least six (6) months prior to the end of the current Rate Year, specifying the date on
which the Member intends to withdraw.

c. The approval of such withdrawal by a 4/5 affirmative vote of Equity Members.
Liquidation Amount: The substantive question raised by Atherton's potential withdrawal from the JPA Is how to calculate
the "liquidation in full of its proportion of any and all existing debts, obligations, and liabilities incurred, eamed or expected to
be eamed by the date of withdrawal, including, but not limited to the Revenue Bonds, as determined by the Board." While
Burlingame considered withdrawing in 2009, it did not do so and no other Member has proposed withdrawing from the
Authority since it was established in 1999,so there is no specific precedent to consider when addressing this question.
Based on communications from Atherton that it might consider withdrawing, the Authority, in late 2019, asked its bond
consultants, KNN Public Finance, LLC., to calculate the portion of SBWMA's outstanding bond obligations attributable to the
Town, and to describe a method for retiring that proportional share through a legal defeasance of the bonds. A copy of
KNN's letter was provided to Atherton in December 2019. KNN calculated Atherton's proportionate bond share based on its

proportion of overall franchise tonnage, which over the past three years has been approximately 3.25%. Applying this factor
to the outstanding bond obligations, and calculating the costs for legal defeasance, KNN calculated that Atherton's
proportionate share for liquidating its bond obligations upon withdrawal would be approximately $2,087,908.00. This number
only takes into account Atherton's share of bonded indebtedness; it does not include other obligations and liabilities.^ Staff
is in the process of calculating that number.
We note that Atherton has made a number of arguments in its letter of intent suggesting that it is entitled to a proportionate
share of the Authority's assets upon its withdrawal, and that its liability obligations should be offset from this share. These
arguments are based on Article 16, Termination, of the JPA, which provides that upon mutual termination of the Authority by
the members, if there is no successor agency to the Authority, "all assets and liabilities shall be apportioned to each Member

in proportion to the contribution of each current Members' ratepayers' total contribution during the Term of this Agreement. A
reference to ratepayers' contribution means payment of Collection fees under each jurisdiction's respective Uniform
Franchise Agreement."

The Authority does not agree that the provisions of Article 16, dealing with termination of the agency, impliedly apply to
Article 15 when a Member decides to withdraw. It is a fundamental principle of contract interpretation that when something is
not included in a term, it is meant to be excluded. In this case. Article 15 does not include any language related to the

Authority's assets, it very specifically refers to it liabilities. If the Members had desired to inciude assets in Article 15, they
would have done so, as evidenced by the fact that they are included in Article 16. Nor does the Authority view Article 15's
requirement that a Member pay its proportionate share of debt and liabilities upon its withdrawal as violative of the equitable
principle of unjust enrichment. The Members entered the JPA in furtherance of their mutual interests, and incurred debt in
reliance upon each Member's participation. The JPA document, which the Members approved, provides that the burden

created by the withdrawal of a Memtier should fall on the Member, not the Authority.
Process: According to Article 15, the withdrawal process requires that the Board determine the amount required to liquidate
the withdrawing member's share. Once that number is determined by the Board, 4/5 (four-fifths) of the Member Agencies
are required to approve the withdrawal. This process is similar to that required when the JPA is amended: upon approval by
the Board of the liquidation amount, and Atherton's commitment to pay that amount, each Member Agency's goveming
board will be required to place the matter on its agenda for consideration. We believe the individual Member Agency's must

approve the withdrawal based upon their own local rules, typically by a majority of members present. We do not believe the

3 This number was calculated based on interest assumptions that were current in December 2019. The number would have to be recalculated based on
the current market to determine a final number for withdrawal.
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4/5 requirement applies to the individual Member Agency actions. Once 4/5 of the Member Agencies' goveming boards
have approved the withdrawal, It may go forward upon the agreed-upon terms.

While we are sorry to leam that Atherton intends to withdraw from the Authority, please be assured we will make every effort
to cooperate with you in this process. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.

Joe La Mariana
Executive Director
ilamariana@rethinkwaste.orq
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publ ic finance

Date: December 6,2019

To:

South Bayside Waste Management Authority
Joe La Mariana, Executive Director
]ohn Mangini, Finance Director

From: KNN Public Finance

David Brodsly and Melissa Shick
Re:

Bond Allocation and Defeasance Analysis

You have advised us that the Town of Atherton is considering withdrawing from the South Bayside
Waste Management Authority (SBW^L\). No Member Agency has ever requested to withdraw from
the Joint Powers Authority.
Section 15.1 of the Joint Powers Authority Agreement sets forth the terms and conditions pursuant to
which a Member Agency may withdraw from the SBWNL-\: i) notice at least six months prior to the
end of the rate year; ii) approval of four-fifths (4/5) of the members; and iii) the payment of a

proportionate share of the Authorit)''s liabilities. Specifically, Section 15.1(a) states that, prior to its
exit, a Member Agency must "achieve...the liquidation in full of its proportion of any and all existing
debts, obligations, and liabilities incurred, earned, or expected to be earned by the date of withdrawal,
but not limited to the Revenue Bonds, as determined by the Board." The particular method of
calculating (and liquidating) a Member Agency's proportional share of any such outstanding obligation
is not specified under the Joint Powers Authorit)- Agreement.
While there would likely be other obligations and liabilities for which a Member Agency would be
responsible, the largest such liabilit)', and the focus of this memo,is likely to be the outstanding
revenue bonds of the SBWNL\. While Atherton has not yet requested information on its obligations
and liabilities, you have requested that we calculate the portion of SBWhLVs outstanding bond
obligations attributable to the Town of Atherton and describes a method for retiring Atherton's
proportional share of the bond obligations through a legal defeasance so that this information can be
shared with Atherton as it considers whether or not to withdraw from SBWMA.We again emphasize
that tliis memo addresses only that obligation.
Bond Allocation Methodology

SB\XTVL-\'s outstanding bond obligations consist of Kvo series — 531,860,000 Solid Waste Enterprise
Refunding Revenue Bonds,Series 2019A (Non-Ahfl") and 516,915,000 Solid Waste Enterprise
Revenue Bonds, Series 2019B(AMT)- together, totaling 548,775,000 in outstanding par amount (the
Series 2019 Bonds).
■

The Series 2019A Bonds were issued to refund in full the SBWlSLA's Solid Waste Enterprise
Revenue Bonds (Shoreway Environmental Center), Scries 2009A, which originally financed the
construction of a new scale house, a new materials recovery facilit}'(MRP) to be used for the
I.U)() Clrtv Street, Suite limo | Oakland, C,\ 946 12 | Main 5U)-H.19-H2llil| i''ax 51()-2()«-«282
1451 Quail Street, Suite 201)|Newport Heach, C.X 92660| Main 949-346-4900|Fax 510.20X.8282
5757 \V. Century Boulevard, Suite 70(1 | Los .tngeles, C.\ 90045| Main 310-348-2901 | Fax 510-208-8282
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processing of recyclablcs, the expansion and renovadon of the transfer stadon, and the acquisidon
of equipment to be utilized in the MRF.
■

The Series 2019B Bonds were issued to finance certain costs in connecdon with the construction

of various improvements and acquisition and installation of certain associated equipment,
including MRF equipment improvements, organics-to-energ}'^ pilot projects, and other capital
improvements at Shorcway Environmental Center.

Because proceeds from the SB\X7vL-V's outstanding bond obligations have been or are expected to be
directly invested in capital and equipment improvements at the Shoreway Environmental Center, a
reasonable means to allocate such obligations is a Member Agency's historical use of the facilit\- —
measured by tonnage. Below is a summar)- of SB\X'hL-\ total franchise tonnage by Member Agency
over the last three calendars years. The Town of Atherton's tonnage as a percentage of SBXXTvEX's
total franchise tonnage has remained fairly consistent over the last three calendar years — ranging from
3.25% to 3.29%.
SBWMA Total Franchise Tonnauc bv Member Aijcncv (Last Three Calendar Years
2016
Total

2018

2017
% of

Total

% of

Total

% of

Tytal

Tons

Total

Tons

Total

3.25%

Mpmhnr Awencv
Town of Atherton

11,892

3.29%

12,089

3.28%

11,964

(-it}' of Bclmont
(-it}' f)f Hurliiigamc
f-ount}' Uninctupomtcd

17,236

4.76%

17,624

4.78%

17,189

4.67%

41,111

11.36%

42,194

11.43%

41,870

11.36%

11,103

3.07%

11,356

3.08%

11,200

3.04%

North Fair Oaks

10,651

2.94%

10,605

2.87%

10,638

2.89%

(-it}' of Fast Palo .Mto
(-it)' of Foster Cit}'
Town of 1 lilLiborough
(-it}" t)f Mcnio Park
Redwood (-it}-

19,208

5.31%

19,207

5.21%

19,030

5.17%

20,287

5.61%

20,837

5.65%

20,843

5.66%

9,837

2.72%

10,165

2.75%

10,023

2.72%

39,315

10.92%

42,360

11.48%

44,251

12.01%

70,562

19.50%

71,057

19.26%

70,558

19.15%

(-it\' t)f San (Arlos

27,189

7.51%

27,73!

7.52%

27,092

7.35%

(Lit}' of San Mateo

77,841

21.51%

78,265

21.21%

78,320

21.26%

West Hav Sanirar\'

5,421

361,854
Source: Souili liaysidc Waste Manngcmeni ,\iithoriiy.
SBWMA Total

1.50%

5,510

1.49%

5,432

1.47%

100.0%

369,000

100.0%

368,413

100.0%

Each Member Agency's percentage of total franchise tonnage can be used as a proxy for their
proportional share of SBXX'NLX obligations under the joint Powers Agreement. Because existing
debts, obligations, and liabilities of the SBXXTSLX are shared only among the Member Agencies, we
have focused on franchise tonnage to calculate a Member Agency's proportional share and do not
include non-franchise and general public tonnage as part of the percentage calculus.
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Town of Atherton Bond Allocation and Defeasance Analysis

While the Authorit}''s revenue bonds cannot be redeemed for ten years, the SBWTvLA can legally retire
the Town of Atherton's allocable percentage of the Series 2019 Bonds by executing a partial bond
defeasance of this outstanding obligation. We discuss this approach below.
Defeasnnce Descdption
The term "defeasance" refers to a method in which an outstanding bond issue can be discharged, both
legally and financially and in whole or in part, prior to the time at which the bonds can be prepaid or
"called." Bonds are defeased by the creation of an irrevocable escrow that pays the bonds. Although a
defeasance is generally utilized as part of a refunding transaction (when the refunded bonds cannot be
redeemed on the date of issuance of refunding bonds), a defeasance can also be accomplished with
available cash rather than the proceeds of the issuance of refunding bonds.
Mechanics ofDe&asance

In a defeasance, the issuer purchases federal government securities for deposit in an escrow account.
The escrow account is held by a bank or trust company that ser\'es as escrow agent (this would be
your existing Series 2019 Bond trustee). Under the terms of an escrow agreement, the government
securities are irrevocably pledged to the payment of the outstanding bonds. The specific government
securities are selected so that the principal maturities and interest earned are sufficient to pay the
principal of and interest on the outstanding bonds as they come due, and to pay the remaining
principal on the call date. It is common to purchase a specific type of Treasury security that was
designed specifically for this purpose, called State and Local Government Series (or "SLGS"),as they
allow for tailoring the maturit\' of the investments to the specific needs of the defeasance escrow.
Under the Authority's bond documents, a defeasance of the bonds in the amount allocated to
Atherton would result in those bonds being deemed "paid"(even though they would not be actually
redeemed until the first available redemption date on September 1, 2029). Once the government
securities are deposited in escrow on the date of the defeasance, the defeased bonds would no longer

be payable from the revenues of the Solid Waste System. In order for a bond issue to be legally
defeased, the types of investment securities selected and the terms of how and where the securities are
held must meet the requirements set forth in the documents that authorized the outstanding bonds. If
the defeasance is consistent with generally accepted accounting principles and complies with the
outstanding bond document requirements, the bonds will no longer be treated as debt for accounting
purposes and will not be considered debt for purposes of setting your rates.
Dekasance Analysis &>rtbe Town ofAtherton Obligation
The cost of defeasance for the Town of Atherton's proportional share of the outstanding Series 2019
Bonds will be driven by the calculation of their share of the debt and the specific cost of the escrow
required to defcasc that debt. In addition, the execution of the defeasance will also involve third-party
costs (similar to cost of issuance on a bond offering) that should also be considered in the overall cost
of the defeasance transaction.
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Allocable Debt Service. The total par amount
(principal) of the outstanding Scries 2019 Bonds is
£48,775,000. Of this total, bonds maturing from 2020 —
2029, representing S14.575 million in outstanding par
amount, are non-callable, and bonds maturing from 2030
— 2042, representing £34.200 million in par amount, are
callable and subject to optional redemption on September
1, 2029. Inclusive of principal and interest, total debt
service through the first call date of September 1, 2029
equates to $36,410,513.89 and total debt ser\tice through
the September 1, 2042 maturity' equates to $83,739,013.89.

Cih'of Alhcrtun's PoriH>ii<ir(hf20l9 SulicJWastv Reu-nuc Bi)n(b

Based AllocaNe Share of3.25%

Period

In Attachment A we provide a schedule of the
outstanding maturities of the Scries 2019 Bonds. The
schedule to the right details the Town of Atherton's
allocable debt service based on the assumption that 3.25%
of the outstanding Series 2019 Bonds are attributable to
the Member Agency.
Because Series 2019 Bonds maturing after 2029 are
callable and can be optionally redeemed by SBV7MA,a
defeasance escrow would therefore be structured to the

Annual DeM

Call

Service

Dale

Principal

Coupon

9/1/2020

30.000

5.000%

39.625

69,625

9/1/2021

40.000

S-OOO".!,

77.750

117.750

Ending

Interest

9/1/2022

40.000

5,000%

75,750

1 15.750

9/1/2023

45.000

5.000%

73.750

118.750

9/1/2024

50.000

5,000%

71.500

121.500

9/1.2025

50.000

S.OOOI'o

69.000

119.000

9/1.2026

50.000

5,0005o

66.500

116.300

9/1.2027

55.000

5.000«o

64.000

119.000

9/12028

60.000

S.OOO^i

61.250

121.250

9 1 2029

60,000

5.000® i,

58.250

118.250

9. 1 2030

60,000

5.0005i

55.250

115.250 91,2029

9/12031

65.000

5.000<>/o

52,250

117.250 9'1.'2029

9/12032

70.000

5.000%

49,000

119.000 9/1,'2029

9/1.2033

70.000

5.000%

45.500

115.500 9/1/2029

9/1.2034

75.000

5.000%

42.000

117.000 9/1/2029

9/1,2035

80.000

5.000%

38,250

118.250 9/1.2029

9/12036

85.000

5.000"!'.

34.250

119.250 9/12029

9/12037

90.000

S.OOO"!-.

30.000

120.000 9'l.2n29

9'!.203K

90.000

5.000°i

25.500

115.500 9.'|.2029

9'12039

100.000

5.000"!'.

21.000

121.000 9'1.2029

9'12040

100,000

5.0005i.

I6.000

116.000 9/1.2029

9 1 2041

110,000

5,000%

11.000

121,000 9 1 2029

9/1 2042

110.000

5.(H)0°'q

5.500

I.5S5.000

1.082.875

115.500 9/12029
2,667.875

first call date of September 1, 2029. The escrow

sufficiency would be the amount necessary' to pay principal and interest on the non-callable maturities
through their respective maturit)^ dates plus the total amount of callable principal to be redeemed on
the September 1, 2029 call date.

Escrow Cost. Assuming an escrow invested in SLGS bearing interest rates as of December 4, 2019
and an escrow period from March 2,2020 (a Mondav) to the September 1, 2029 call date, a defeasance
of all outstanding Series 2019 Bonds would require an escrow that costs $61,193,433.24. The table
below calculates the Town of Atherton's proportional defeasance cost based on var^ting approaches to
the application of their allocable percentage of total outstanding bond obligations.
Town of Athcrton Defeasance Analysis
[Preliminarv - Market Conditions as of December 4
Total Cost of Defeasance - Series 2019 Bonds

$ 61,193,433.24

Scenario 1: Most Rcccnr (Calendar ^'car 2018 Tonnage
Allocable Percentage = 3.25%

S

1,98^.908,71

Scenario 2: .\verage 'i'onnage Percentage - I ,ast lliree Years
Allocable Percentage = 3.27%

S

2,001,025.27

Scenario 3: Three-Year 1 listorical Tonnage Rounded
Allocable Percentage = 3.30%

S

2,019,383.30
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We note that the above calculations of the cost of a defeasance escrow arc driven by a number of
assumptions. For example, the interest rates earned on the investments are based on today's market
conditions Depending on market conditions at the time a defeasance may be executed, the results will
vary. For example, the portfolio of securities that comprises the defeasance escrow may yield more or
less in the future than from what is assumed today — SLGS investments yielding an average of 1.686%
— based on market conditions and/or the package of securities utilized. If the escrow yield is higher,
the cost to the Town of Atherton would be lower and, conversely, if the escrow yield is lower, the cost
to the Town of Atherton would be higher.
Another factor contributing to the escrow cost is its duration. The current analysis assumes an escrow

purchase date of March 2, 2020 and an escrow maturity of September 1, 2029 - a modified duration
of 7.04 years. Given the actions that must be taken by the Town of Atherton and SBWMA prior to a
defeasance, next March is likelv an optimistic assumption for execution. A later defeasance would
shorten the length of the defeasance escrow,lowering the total cost (assuming no changes in the
interest rates earned by the defeasance securities).
Execution Cost. Similar to a bond issuance and related cost of issuance, there are several parties that
would be required to formally execute a defeasance transaction — summarized as follows:
■

Counsel: Bond Counsel drafts the escrow agreement and renders an opinion that the
outstanding bonds have been legally defeased.

■

Verificcition Agent: The Indenture of Trust for the outstanding bonds requires an independent
certified public accountant to provide an opinion that the escrow account is sufficient to retire the
outstanding bonds.

■

Escmn Agent: The bank or trust company that holds the government securities and makes
payments to the paying agent for the outstanding bonds is referred to as the escrow agent. The
bond trustee on the SBWTMA Series 2019 Bonds would serve this function.

■

Munidpci/ Advisor. An advisor tj'pically assists with the financing plan. The advisor assists in
identif)^'ing the government securities to be placed in the escrow account, assists in the
arrangements for the acquisition of the government securities, reviews the terms of the escrow
agreement, and assists the issuer in the transfer of funds to the escrow agent.

In addition to payments to outside consultants there may be other ancillar)' costs of the defeasance
transaction (i.e. subscriptions for new CUSIP numbers, which identify' bonds for the market). We
recommend that SB\X'NL-\ estimate approximately $75,000 - 5100,000 for the additional cost of
execution when communicating the total cost to the Town of Atherton to liquidate is proportional
share of the Series 2019 Bonds. We have assumed $100,000 in such costs in our analysis.

In Attachment B we provide illustrative cash flows of a partial defeasance of the Series 2019 Bonds
for the Town of Atherton utilizing a 3.25% allocable percentage of total SBWA-LV obligations to the
Town of Atherton.
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We understand that SBWM/\ management,its Board committees, and their legal counsel are
beginning the process and dialogue around this topic. As the Town of Atherton's plans become more
definitive, we are available for further discussion and analysis around the defeasance analysis and
execution. In the interim, however, should you have any questions or desire further information,
please do not hesitate to contact David (510-208-8205) or Melissa (510-208-8226).
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Attachment A: Series 2019 Bonds

Bond Pricing
South Bayside Waste Management Authority
SolidWaste Enterprise Revenue Bonds
(Shoreway Environmental Center)
Series 2019A and Series 2019B

Maturity
Date

Call Date

Amount

Rate

Yield

850,000

5.000%

1.500%

NC
NC

Non Callable Maturities
9/1/2020
9/1/2021

1,245,000

5.000%

1.520%

9/1/2022

1,305,000

5.000%

1.530%

NC

9/1/2023

1,370,000

5.000%

1.540%

NC

9/1/2024

1,440,000

5.000%

1.570%

NC

9/1/2025

1,515.000

5.000%

1.620%

NC

9/1/2026

1,590,000

5.000%

1.680%

NC

9/1/2027

1,670,000

5.000%

1.810%

NC

9/1/2028

1,750,000

5.000%

1.900%

NC

9/1/2029

1,840,000

5.000%

2.020%

NC

Escrow pays
non-callable bond

principal and
interest through
September 1,2029

14,575,000
Callable Maturities
9/1/2030

1,930,000

5.000%

2.140%

9/1/2029

9/1/203!

410,000

5.000%

2.270%

9/1/2029

9/1/2031

1,620,000

5.000%

1.820%

9/1/2029

9/1/2032

2,130,000

5.000%

1.940%

9/1/2029

9/1/2033

2,235,000

5.000%

2.010%

9/1/2029

redeems

9/1/2034

2,345,000

5.000%

2.080%

9/1/2029

callable

9/1/2035

2,465,000

5.000%

2.160%

9/1/2029

principal on
September 1,2029

9/1/2029

9/1/2036

2,590,000

5.000%

2.210%

9/1/2037

2,715,000

5.000%

2.280%

9/1/2029

9/1/2038

2,855,000

5.000%

2.320%

9/1/2029

9/1/2039

2,995,000

5.000%

2.360%

9/1/2029

9/1/2040

3,145.000

5.000%

2.390%

9/1/2029

9/1/2041

3.300,000

5.000%

2.460%

9/1/2029

3,465,000

5.000%

2.460%

9/1/2029

9/1/2042

Escrow

34,200,000
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Attachment B: Cash Flows of Partial Defeasance of the Series 2019 Bonds
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SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS

South Bayside Waste Management
Proposed Cash Defesance
City of Atherton's Portion of the 2019 Solid Waste Revenue Bonds
Reflects Market Conditions as of December 4, 2019

***Preliminary, Subject to Change with Market Conditions***
Dated Date

03/02/2020

Delivery Date

03/02/2020

Sources:

Other Sources of Funds:

Cash Defeasance

1,987.908.71

Cost of Issuance

100,000.00
2,087,908.71

Uses:

Refunding Escrow Deposits:
Cash Deposit
SLGS Purchases

0.71
1,987,908.00
1,987,908.71

Delivery Date Expenses:
Cost ofIssuance

100,000.00
2,087,908.71
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SUMMARY OF BONDS REFUNDED

South Bayside Waste Management
Proposed Cash Defesance
City of Atherton's Portion ofthe 2019 Solid Waste Revenue Bonds
Reflects Market Conditions as of December 4, 2019

♦♦■"Preliminary, Subject to Change with Market Conditions^^^
Maturity

Interest

Par

Call

Call

Rate

Amount

Date

Price

Bond

Date

ATH

09/0j/2020

5.000%

30.000.00

09/01/2021

5.000%

09/01/2022

5.000%

40,000.00
40,000.00

09/01/2023

5.000%

45,000.00

09/01/2024

5.000%

09/01/2025

5.000%

09/01/2026

5.000%

50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00

09/01/2027

5.000%

55,000.00

09/01/2028

5.000%

60,000.00

09/01/2029

5.000%

60,000.00

09/01/2030

5.000%

100.000

5.000%

09/01/2029

100.000

09/01/2032

5.000%

09/01/2029

100.000

09/01/2033

5.000%

09/01/2029

100.000

09/01/2034

5.000%

09/01/2029

100.000

09/01/2035

5.000%

60,000.00
65,000.00
70,000.00
70,000.00
75,000.00
80,000.00

09/01/2029

09/01/2031

09/01/2029

100.000

09/01/2036

5.000%

85,000.00

09/01/2029

100.000

09/01/2037

5.000%

90,000.00

09/01/2029

100.000

09/01/2038

5.000%

90,000.00

09/01/2029

100.000

09/01/2039

100,000.00

09/01/2029

100.000

09/01/2040

5.000%
5.000%

100,000.00

09/01/2029

100.000

09/01/2041

5.000%

09/01/2029

100.000

09/01/2042

5.000%

110,000.00
110,000.00

09/01/2029

100.000

1,585,000.00
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PRIOR BOND DEBT SERVICE

South Bayside Waste Management
Proposed Cash Defesance
City of Atherton's Portion ofthe 2019 Solid Waste Revenue Bonds
Reflects Market Conditions as of December 4, 2019

♦♦♦Preliminary, Subject to Change with Market Conditions***
Annual
Period

Ending
09/01/2020

Coupon

Interest

Service

Service

30,000

5.000%

39,625

69.625

69,625

38,875

33.250

38,875
78,875
37,875
77,875
36,875
81,875
35,750
85,750
34,500
84,500
33,250

33,250

83,250

32.000

32,000

32,000
30,625

87,000

30,625

90,625

29,125

29,125
89,125
27,625
87,625
26,125
91,125
24,500
94,500
22,750
92,750
21,000
96,000
19,125
99,125
17,125

40,000

5.000%

38.875

5.000%

37,875
37,875

03/01/2022
09/01/2022

40,000
45,000

5.000%

36.875
36,875
35.750

50,000

5.000%

35,750

03/01/2023

09/01/2023
03/01/2024
09/01/2024

34.500

03/01/2025

09/01/2025

50,000

5,000%

03/01/2026
09/01/2026

50,000

5.000%

03/01/2027
09/01/2027

55,000

5.000%

03/01/2028
09/01/2028

60,000

5.000%

03/01/2029
09/01/2029

60,000

5.000%

60,000

5.000%

03/01/2031
09/01/2031

65.000

5.000%

70,000

5.000%

70,000

5.000%

03/01/2032
09/01/2032

03/01/2033
09/01/2033

75,000

5.000%

80,000

5.000%

85,000

5.000%

03/01/2037
09/01/2037

90,000

5.000%

90,000

5.000%

03/01/2039
09/01/2039

100,000

5.000%

03/01/2040
09/01/2040

100.000

5.000%

03/01/2041
09/01/2041

110.000

5.000%

03/01/2042
09/01/2042

21,000

19,125
17,125
15,000
15,000

110,000
1,585,000

5.000%

117,750

115,750
118,750
121,500
119,000
116,500

119,000

30,625
121,250
118,250
115.250

117,250
119,000
115,500
117,000

118,250

102.125

119.250

15,000
105,000
12,750

120,000

102,750

115,500
121,000

8,000

10,500
110,500
8,000

8.000

108.000

116,000

5,500

5,500

5.500

115,500

121,000

2,750

2,750

2,750
112,750

115,500

1,082.875

2,667,875

2,667,875

12,750

03/01/2038
09/01/2038

26,125
26,125
24,500
24,500
22,750
22,750

17.125

03/01/2036
09/01/2036

27.625

19.125

03/01/2035
09/01/2035

29,125

21,000

03/01/2034
09/01/2034

34,500

27,625

03/01/2030
09/01/2030

Debt

Principal

03/01/2021

09/01/2021

Debt

12,750
10,500
10.500
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ESCROW COST

South Bayside Waste Management
Proposed Cash Defesance
City of Atherton's Portion of the 2019 Solid Waste Revenue Bonds
Reflects Market Conditions as of December 4. 2019

***Preliminary, Subject to Change with Market Conditions***
Type of
Security

Maturity

Total

Par

Date

Amount

53.368
22.599
62,949
22,437
62.609

Rate

Cost

1.560%

53,368.00

1.550%

22.599.00
62.949.00

SLGS

09/01/2020

SLGS

03/01/2021

SLGS

09/01/2021

SLGS

03/01/2022

SLGS

09/01/2022

SLGS

03/01/2023

22,092

1.540%

SLGS

09/01/2023

67.262

SLGS

03/01/2024

SLGS

09/01/2024

SLGS

1.550%
1.540%

22.437.00

1.540%
1.540%

62.609.00
22.092.00
67.262.00

21,654

1.540%

21.654.00

71.822

1.540%

71.822.00

03/01/2025

21,124

1.550%

21,124.00

SLGS

09/01/2025

71.288

1.560%

71.288.00

SLGS

03/01/2026

20.594

1.590%

20,594.00
70,758.00

SLGS

09/01/2026

70.758

1.630%

SLGS

03/01/2027

1.660%

SLGS

09/01/2027

SLGS

03/01/2028

SLGS

09/01/2028

20,085
75,251
19,505
79,668

SLGS

03/01/2029

18.842

1.700%

20.085.00
75.251.00
19,505.00
79,668.00
18.842.00

SLGS

09/01/2029

1,184,001

1.710%

1,184,001.00

1.670%

1.680%
1.690%

1,987,908

1,987,908.00

Cost of

Cash

Total

Date

Securities

Deposit

Escrow Cost

03/02/2020

1,987,908

0.71

1,987,908.71

1.987,908

0.71

1,987,908.71

Purchase

Yiel

1.685784%
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ESCROW CASH FLOW

South Bayside Waste Management
Proposed Cash Defesance
City of Atherton's Portion of the 2019 Solid Waste Revenue Bonds
Reflects Market Conditions as of December 4, 2019

♦♦♦Preliminary, Subject to Change with Market Conditions***
Present Value
Date

Principal

Interest

09/01/2020

53.368.00

03/01/2021

22,599.00

09/01/2021

62.949.00

03/01/2022

22,437.00

09/01/2022

62,609.00

03/01/2023

22.092.00

09/01/2023

67,262.00

03/01/2024

21.654.00

16,256.95
16,275.44
15,926.12
15,438.27
15,265.51
14,783.42
14,613.31
14,095.39
13,928.65
13,375.62
13,211.91
12,655.86
12,492.14
11,915.46

09/01/2024

71,822.00

03/01/2025

21.124.00

09/01/2025

71,288.00

03/01/2026

20.594.00

09/01/2026

70,758.00

03/01/2027

20,085.00

09/01/2027

75,251.00
19,505.00
79,668.00

03/01/2028
09/01/2028
09/01/2029

to 03/02/2020

Receipts

@ 1.6857844%

69,624.95

33.249.86

69,046.21
38,229.08
76,917.37
36,626.45
74,677.39
35,065.94
77,206.91
33,429.24
79,515.18
31,723.54
77,051.00
30,065.37

83,250.14

74.647.70

32,000.46

28,453.94

38,874.44
78,875.12
37,875.27

77,874.51
36.875.42
81,875.31
35,749.39

85,750.65
34.499.62

84,499.91

11,748.75

11,120.40
10,956.56
10,283.37

18,842.00
1,184,001.00

03/01/2029

Net Escrow

1,987,908.00

86,999.75
30,625.40
90,624.56

76.711.22

26,777.95
78,577.13
25,042.43

10.123.21

29,125.37
1,194,124.21

1.018.143.97

254.466.34

2,242,374.34

1,987,908.00

Escrow Cost Summary

03/02/2020

Purchase date

Purchase cost of securities

1.987.908.00

Target for yield calculation

1.987,908.00
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ESCROW STATISTICS

South Bayside Waste Management
Proposed Cash Defesance
City of Atherton's Portion ofthe 2019 Solid Waste Revenue Bonds
Reflects Market Conditions as of December 4, 2019

♦♦♦Preliminary, Subject to Change with Market Conditions***
Modified

Yield to

Yield to

Perfect

Total

Duration

Receipt

Disbursement

Escrow

Escrow Cost

(years)

Date

Date

Cost

Negative
Arbitrage

Value of

7.040

1.685784%

1.685784%

2.242,375.05

-254.466.34

2,242,375.05

-254,466.34

Cost of
Dead Time

Global Proceeds Escrow:

1,987.908.71

1,987,908.71

Delivery date

0.00

03/02/2020
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BOND DEBT SERVICE AFTER DEFEASANCE

South Bayside Waste Management
Proposed Cash Defesance
City of Atherton's Portion of the 2019 Solid Waste Revenue Bonds
Reflects Market Conditions as of December 4, 2019

♦♦♦Preliminary. Subject to Change with Market Conditions***
Annual

Period

Debt

Debt

Ending

Principal

Coupon

Interest

Service

Service

09/01/2020

820,000

5.000%

1,999.750

1,205,000

5.000%

1,265,000

5.000%

1,325,000

5.000%

1,390,000

5.000%

1,465,000

5.000%

1,540,000

5.000%

1.179,750
1,159,250
1,159,250
1,129,125
1,129,125
1,097,500
1,097,500
1.064,375
1,064,375
1,029,625
1,029,625
993,000
993,000

5.000%

163.625

5.000%

83,875
83,875

1,999,750
1.159,250
2,364,250
1,129,125
2,394,125
1.097,500
2,422,500
1.064,375
2,454,375
1.029,625
2.494,625
993,000
2,533,000
954,500
2,569,500
914,125
2.604,125
871,875
2.651,875
827,375
2.697,375
780,625
2,745.625
731,500
2,791,500
680,000
2,845,000
625,875
2,895,875
569,125
2,954,125
509,500
3,014,500
446,875
3,071,875
381,250
3,146,250
312,125
3,207,125
239,750
3.284,750
163,625
3.353,625
83,875
3,438,875

32,309,500

79,499,500

03/01/2021
09/01/2021

03/01/2022
09/01/2022
03/01/2023

09/01/2023

03/01/2024
09/01/2024

03/01/2025
09/01/2025

03/01/2026
09/01/2026

954,500

03/01/2027

09/01/2027

1,615,000

5.000%

954,500
914,125

1,690,000

5.000%

914,125

03/01/2028
09/01/2028

871,875

03/01/2029
09/01/2029

1.780,000

5.000%

09/01/2030

03/01/2031
09/01/2031
03/01/2032
09/01/2032

1.870,000

5.000%

827.375

1,965,000

5.000%

780,625
780,625
731,500

2,060,000

5.000%

731,500

5.000%

680,000
680,000

03/01/2033

09/01/2033
03/01/2034

2,165,000

09/01/2034

2,270,000

625.875
5.000%

2,385,000

5.000%

09/01/2036

2,505,000

5.000%

03/01/2037
09/01/2037

2,625,000

5.000%

2,765,000

5.000%

2.895,000

5.000%

03/01/2038

03/01/2039
09/01/2039

03/01/2041
09/01/2041

3.045,000

5.000%

312.125
239.750

163,625
3.190,000

03/01/2042
09/01/2042

509,500
446,875
446,875
381,250
381,250
312,125
239,750

03/01/2040
09/01/2040

569,125
509.500

03/01/2036

09/01/2038

625,875
569.125

03/01/2035

09/01/2035

871.875

827,375

03/01/2030

3,355,000
47,190,000

3,523,500
3,523,250
3,520,000
3,518,750
3,524,250
3,526,000
3,524,000
3,518,250
3,523,750
3,524,750
3.526,250
3,523,000
3,525,000
3,521,750
3,523,250
3,524,000

3,518,750
3,527,500
3,519.250
3,524,500
3,517,250
3,522,750

79,499,500
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Town of Atherton
Town Administrative Offices

h

150 Watkins Avenue

£j

Atherton, California 94027
650-752-0500
Fax 650-688-6528

June 29,2020

VIA E-MAIL - ORIGINAL BY U.S. MAJL

Joe La Mariana, Executive Director

South Bay Waste Management Authority
610 Elm Street, Ste. 102
San Carlos, California 94070
Email:jlamariana@rethinkwaste.org

R£: Town of Atherton's Notice ofIntent to Withdraw from SBWMA Effective

December 31,2020
Director La Mariana,

This letter is in response to your letter dated April 27, 2020, sent on behalf of the South
Bay Waste Management Authority, a joint powers authority formed and organized pursuant to
the Joint Powers Act, Government Code section 6500 et seq.("SBWMA") and regarding the
Town of Atherton's Notice ofIntent to Withdraw from SBWMA.

This letter is to inform you that the Town of Atherton ("Town" or "Atherton") intends to
withdraw from SBWMA effective December 31, 2020. Pursuant to the "Second Amended and

Restated Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement [of SBWMA]" dated June 19, 2013, a member
seeking to withdraw from SBWMA must provide "written notice to withdraw from SBWMA at
least six (6) months prior to the end of the current Rate Year, specifying the date on which the
Member intends to withdraw." (Art. 15.1(b).) The current Rate Year will end on December 31,
2020. By way of this correspondence, the Town is notifying you of the date of withdrawal prior
to six months of the end of the current Rate Year and, therefore, meets the requirements of
Article 15.1(b),

In a further effort to aid SBWMA in separating its assets from the Town's, the Town has

engaged a consultant, NHA Advisors, to determine an estimated cost of withdrawal from
SBWMA. NHA Advisors has experience in public financing, especially related to a range of
bond obligations held and managed by public entities. With this background and particular
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Joe La Mariana, Executive Director
Re: Notice of Intent to Withdraw from SBWMA
June 29,2020
Paue 2

knowledge of the project, NHA Advisors has determined that the approximate cost of withdrawal
could range from a low of $501,812 to a high of $2,258,883, depending on how one treats the
2019 Bonds,community waste demographic, and declining debt service. The Town could also
fold in a deduction for overpayrhent of prior bonds based on its waste generation profile reducing
the Town's exit obligation considerably further. The Town is willing to consider a withdrawal
cost of $903,623, Scenario #4, without a deduction for overpayment. This amount is supported

by the JPA's financial records, obligations, and the Town's fair share. The Town foresees
engaging in further discussions with SBWMA leadership and staff to agree on a final plan to
separate the JPA's assets from the Town's assets. However, the Town is not interested in a
protracted exit plan and expects an agreement for exit in a timely fashion.
The Town of Atherton thanks you for your assistance and anticipates your response.

Siijcerely, \

George J. Rodericks
City Manager
Town of Xtherton
Attached: NHA Associates Final Report

CC: Mona G. Ebrahimi, City Attorney, Towm of Atherton

IV64568.2 14537-OIX
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NHA

ADVISORS

4G4C Civic cents'" 0!"ivs. S;jiEa 2G0

Office: 415.735.2025

Snn Rafaal. CA 54303

www.NHAadvi5ors.com

June 26, 2020

Mr. George J. Rodericks. City Manager
Town of Atherton
150 Watkins Avenue

Atherton, CA 94027

RE:

Town of Atherton -SBWMA J PA Withdrawal Analysis

Dear Mr. Rodericks:

NHA Advisors and I are pleased to provide this letter report analyzing the Bond Allocation and Defeasance

Analysis prepared by KNN Public Finance ("KNN") for the JPA dated December 6, 2019, the April 27. 2020
response to the Town of Atherton's (the "Town") Notice of Withdrawal from the South Bayside Waste

Management Authority (JPA) and the March 18, 2020 letter from the Town to the JPA. Although we
understand the KNN methodology used, we still believe that the analysis provided by theSBWMA's financial
advisor does not consider all factors that should be considered when evaluating the financial Impacts of the

Town withdrawing from the JPA. As stated, the JPA agreement gives very little direction as to how any costs

incurred by a withdrawing member shall be calculated. To that end, the Town has asked us to take another
look at its reasonable financial obligations in the event of a withdrawal.
The Table below summarizes five different approaches that should be considered when determining the

amount required to defease the Town's liability related to the outstanding bonds, all of which we believe
have merit under the broad withdrawal terms. A description of each is provided in the paragraphs following
the table.

Town of Atherton Withdrawal Scenarios

Scenario

Effective Share of 2019 Bonds
Rate

0.570%

0.557%

0.597%

0.597%

0.597%

Escrow Requirement to Defease

2,158,883

1,415,133

1,466,259

803,623

401,812

A

Estimated Fees

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

Total Cash Required

2,258,883

1,515,133

1,566,259

903,623

501,812
581,386

Amount Overpaid (2009-2018)

581,386

581,386

581,386

581,386

Net Amount Owed

1,677,498

933,748

984,874

322,238

-79,573

(743,750)

(692,624)

(1,355,260)

(1,757,071)

Difference from Scenario 1
3.25%

3.25% in first

No benefit

Scenario 2

Scenario 2,

annual

year, 0.25%

from 2019

and share

no Multi-

share

decline every
3 years until

Bonds and

related to

Family or

nets out New

2019A Bonds

Commercial,

1.5% share

Money

only2019A
Bonds

financial & Policy Strategies.

"

r N

^

Delivered.
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Town of Atherton -SBWMA JPA Withdrawal Analysis

June 26,2020

Scenario 1

In Scenario 1, the methodology used by SByyiyiA's financial advisor Was simply updated to reflect current
conditions in the market. Key assumptions to Scenario 1 are unchanged from the KNN analysis which took

the simplest and most str-^ight^pry/a^
responsible for 3^5% Ofthe^dtSl deBtslfvice bn^lVe ^

continues to assume that the Town is
B bonds through final maturity based on

its current share of the solid waste stream. This resulted in an increased cost to withdraw under this
approach.

However, we believe that in addition to the future liabilities, the Town merits consideration for amounts
overpaid in the past related to the current and prior bonds. Given the Town's waste generation profile, we
believe that there was little to no need to build out the facility to accommodate for multifamily and

commercial recycling capabilities. As a result, the prior payments on the 2009 dhd 2019 Bonds represented
annual over-paytnents oh theToe^/n's parf^. Accordingly, we have included a line item in each scenario that
shows an amount of $581,386 which represents a calculated total amount Overpaid in the last ten years.
The Town has consistently stated that the facility is larger than is needed and therefore we believe that this
amount should be deducted from any scenario discussed because none of the recent bond issuances have
had an impact on the Town's diversion rates although you have paid for them each year through the rates.
The Town has paid a portion of these issuances through customer rates without a benefit to their rate

payers, we do not believe the Town should have had to pay a portion of the debt service amounts associated
to these newer programs that did not benefit the Town.
Scenario 2

In this scenario, it is assumed that the share of the 2019 Bonds Debt Service given projected growth in

neighboring communities would decline over the life of the bonds(3.25% in first year,0.25% decline every
3 years until it reaches a 1.5% share). It is our understanding that the Town is a built-out residential
bedroom community with no plans for higher density residential multi-family or commercial development
like most of its neighboring communities. As a result, the Towh's pfdpbrtiohal share of the solid waste
streanh will slowly decrease over tinne. Without readily available and reliable information, it is impossible to
know the exact amount or timing of the growth so, we tried to use a conservative, straight line approach
that does not go below a 1.5% share. According to this analysis the total cash required to defease the Town's

obligation is reduced from $2.26 milliopJp'$1^5;Milliohfip^

for amounts overpaid in prior

years.

Scenario 3

As stated in prior correspondence between the Town and the JPA, we agree that the Town should not be
financially accountable for bond costs that provided them with no benefit, especially the two most recent
issuances where your objections were raised repeatedly. In this scenario, we have assumed that the Town
does.not benefit fcom improvements financed,with the 2019 Bonds and pets out a portion of the Series B
(the new money component)from the Town's 3;25% share as the benefits from this portion of the proceeds
will be realized in the future after the Town is no longer a member of the Authority. The Town has stated
numerous times in the past that these bonds will have no impact on the Town's diversion rate which we
concur. While most of the member agencies will need to increase programs for the multi-family and
commercial growth that is occurring and projected in the future and need to increase its overall waste
diversion in these sectors, we believe the Town should not have to pay back any portion of these 2019
Series B Bond proceeds as they provide limited to no benefit to The Town, Additionally, the Town has
already reached the mandated diversion rates that will be required in the future. As a result of not including
the unused and unnecessary components related to the 2019 Series B debt Service, the Town's net
defeasance amount decffease^frOm $2,259 million to $1.6 milliofi, before accounting for amounts overpaid
in prior years.

NHA

ADVISORS

Page 2
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Town of Atherton -SBWMA JPA Withdrawal Analysis

June 26,2020

Scenario 4

Scenario 4 combines Scenario 2 and 3. We believe that the premises of scenarios 2 and 3 are reasonable
and should be considered in any calculation of the Town's buy-out cost and are not inconsistent with the
JPA Agreement language. By any projection, the Town's share of the solid waste generated in the service

area will decrease over time. As part of our analysis, we were unable to find any local or regional projections
that would create a material change to this approach, but we welcome any other projection information
that you may be aware of.

As stated above, in regard to the most recent bond issuances, we believe the Town should not pay a share
of debt service on the new money. Series B component of the 2019 Bonds as that would result in double

counting given those funds will remain in possession of the JPA after the Town's departure. As you are
aware, the Town voted no to the last issuance and has continually claimed that there is little to no benefit
to these improvements for the Town. As the JPA Agreement is silent on this issue, we feel that it should not
pay for any additional funds from which it will receive no benefit or will be controlled by the JPA. When

these adjustments are done, the total cash required to meet the Town's obligation is reduced from $2,259
million to $904,000, before accounting for amounts overpaid in prior years.
Scenario 5

Finally, this scenario assumes that the Town would pay a declining percentage share of debt service in the
future (3.25% to 1.5%) due to growth in other sectors throughout the JPA service area (See Scenario 2
above) Additionally, it includes the deduction described in Scenario 3 where the Town pays only the 2019A
bond costs. Additionally, this scenario excludes those costs associated with multifamily and commercial

bond proceeds back to 2010 in which the Town has consistently claimed should not be apportioned to it as
there is no benefit gained and leaves your small town subsidizing the other members diversion efforts in
these sectors. We do not object to the related costs included in the rates but do not believe the Town
should have to pay again upon withdrawal. As the methodology in the JPA is not clear, we believe that this

adjustment is not unreasonable. When these three adjustments are made, the total cash required to meet
the Town's obligation is reduced from $2,259 million to $502,000, before accounting for amounts overpaid
in prior years.
Summarv

Should the Town proceed with withdrawal from the JPA, we concur that the JPA agreement is vague as to

the methodology to be used to calculate any funds due the JPA by the Town. We believe that the Town has
contributed a greater share of revenue than justified by its overall share of expenses since formation of the
JPA and that those prior contributions should be considered. As shown in the summary table, just taking
that fact into account back to 2010 along with our two methodological adjustments shows that the Town
not only does not owe the JPA funds but Is due a payment.
If desired, we would be happy to meet and walk JPA staff through our analysis and discuss the different
scenarios. Because the JPA agreement does not specifically define a method for calculating any funds due
the JPA upon withdrawal, and that our approaches yield outcomes that are approximately $2.2 million
apart, we understand that the final amount will largely be subject to negotiation based on a justifiable and
supported approach. Further, should the Town proceed with withdrawal from the JPA, the Town will be
switching to a new franchised collector and may incur unforeseen costs to the rate payers in order to ensure
a successful transition and the recycling reserve funds, less any amount paid back to the JPA could be used
to buffer any initial rate impacts or unforeseen costs of the transition. Therefore, it is very important that
the buy-out costs be kept as low as possible.

NHA

ADViSORS
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Town of Atherton -SBWMA JPA Withdrawal Analysis

June 26,2020

Finally, we feel that the Town has paid more than its fair share of the capital costs associated with all of the
bond issuances to date regardless of the impact they have had on its diversion rate which we believe to be
minimal. It is our hope that through further discussions you can come to an amicable solution that allows
you to move forward in a positive manner.

We thank you for the opportunity to be of assistance. Please let us know if there are any questions or if
additional analysis is required.
Very truly yours,

"//
Craig Hill

Scott Hanin

Managing Principal

Senior Consultant

NHA

A D ■■•/ i 5 O R S
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Date: July 22, 2020
To:

South Bayside Waste Management Authority
Joe La Mariana, Executive Director
John Mangini, Finance Director

From: KNN Public Finance
David Brodsly and Melissa Shick
Re:

Additional Cost Analysis for the Town of Atherton’s Withdrawal

Below are some additional thoughts regarding exit costs for the Town of Atherton to withdraw from
the South Bayside Waste Management Authority (SBWMA). This memo updates our December 2019
bond allocation defeasance analysis to incorporate current rates and a January 2021 transaction date,
analyzes the cost if only the 2019A refunding bonds were used as the basis of determining outstanding
liabilities, and provides comments on the memo prepared by NHA Financial Advisors (NHA) for the
Town of Atherton.
Background
The Town of Atherton has submitted its official notice of its intent to withdraw from the Authority at
the end of the current rate year, which ends on December 31, 2020.
Section 15.1 of the Joint Powers Authority Agreement states that, prior to its exit, a Member Agency
must “achieve…the liquidation in full of its proportion of any and all existing debts, obligations, and
liabilities incurred, earned, or expected to be earned by the date of withdrawal, but not limited to the
Revenue Bonds, as determined by [approval of four-fifths (4/5) of the members of] the Board.”
The agreement does not specifically define liabilities. We have focused our analysis strictly on the
SBWMA’s outstanding Revenue Bonds, consisting of $31,860,000 in 2019A refunding bonds
(refunding a 2009 bond issue that financed various capital improvements) and $16,915,000 in 2019B
bonds, issued to finance various new capital improvements (referred to as “new money” bonds).
The agreement is also silent on how any member’s “proportion” should be determined. In our
December 2019 memo, we utilized the same methodology used by the Authority in its annual rate
setting - franchise tonnage - to determine Atherton’s share of liabilities. In our opinion, franchise
tonnage is the most reasonable measure to use in determining a member’s proportionate share of
liability because it mirrors the long-standing practice of allocating costs. The NHA memo explores
other approaches to proportionality, which we discuss below.
Update of December 2019 Defeasance Analysis
We have updated our December 2019 analysis, using current interest rates for a defeasance escrow,
and assuming that the transaction is executed not in March 2020 (as was the case in our prior analysis),
but instead on January 15, 2021, two weeks after the end of the rate year. As before, we relied on
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tonnage as the basis for allocating proportionate share. The following compares this updated analysis
to the analysis used in our memo dated December 6, 2019.
Market Conditions as of
Basis of Atherton’s
proportional allocation
Atherton proportion
Closing date
Atherton’s proportionate cost
of defeasance 1

December 4, 2019
2018 tonnage

July 14, 2020
2019 tonnage

3.25%
March 2, 2020
$1,987,908.71

3.24%
January 15, 2021
$2,103,016.34

Because a defeasance occurs when federal securities are deposited into an escrow, the dollar cost is in
inverse relationship to interest rates. When rates are higher, the dollar cost to buy securities that
generate the debt service and redemption costs will be lower. Because interest rates have fallen since
our analysis in December 2019, the cost of the defeasance escrow has increased. The change in
interest rates is a more significant factor than the minor decrease in Atherton’s tonnage percentage.
NHA Memo
Attached to the Town of Atherton’s letter notifying the Authority of its intent to withdraw was an
analysis by NHA Advisors, a firm that performs advisory services similar to KNN. The analysis
suggested five scenarios that could be utilized to determine the appropriate proportionality to assign to
Atherton in calculating its exit costs. In all of the five scenarios, Atherton’s consultant suggests that
the Authority should consider other factors “when evaluating the financial impacts of the Town
withdrawing from the JPA” in order to determine the Town’s “reasonable financial obligations.” The
exit payment would be reduced under all five scenarios if the Board were to accept Atherton’s
assumptions and methodology.
While some of the arguments raised by the memo are based on information and forecasts we have not
reviewed, we can make the following observations regarding the various alternative allocation
approaches discussed in the NHA memo.
“Overpayment”
In all five scenarios described below, Atherton’s consultants have included a deduction labeled as an
“overpayment” in the amount of $581,386. NHA argues that Atherton is entitled to this equitable
adjustment because it has overpaid its share of Agency obligations during its membership in the JPA.
They argue that Atherton did not need the build-out of the Agency’s facility that accommodates
mutlifamily and commercial recycling and processing because the Town’s waste generation profile
consists mainly of single family homes, and that therefore their portion of the payments for the 2009
bonds were higher than they should have been. NHA notes that the $581,386 “represents a calculated
total amount overpaid in the last ten years.” The actual analysis NHA utilized to reach this conclusion
is not included in the memo.

1

Represents only the cost of defeasance and does not include execution costs, which we estimate to be approximately
$100,000. NHA has accepted this amount as a reasonable estimate and includes it in all of its scenarios.
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Our analysis does not include such a deduction, and we note that the JPA Agreement does not
contemplate what would be, in effect, a retroactive adjustment of rates.
Five Scenarios


Scenario 1: this analysis simply updates our prior analysis based on changing market
conditions and timing and makes the $581,386 adjustment for “overpayment.” Based primarily
on this adjustment, NHA concludes the amount owed is $1,677,498 rather than $2,103,016as
shown in our calculation done for this memo. NHA notes in this scenario that our analysis
uses the “simplest and most straight forward approach.”



Scenario 2: this analysis assumes that in the future Atherton’s share of the members’ waste
stream will decline; if this proved to be true, and the Town remained in the Authority, indeed
their share of debt service would decline. We have no insight into that possibility, but we will
note that when the original 2009 bonds were issued, the official statement reported that
Atherton’s share of the waste stream was 2.6%. In 2019, it was 3.2%. In our opinion, the use
of speculative future assumptions is an unusual basis for calculating “in full [Atherton’s]
proportion of any and all existing debts.”



Scenario 3: in this scenario, NHA proposes the exclusion of defeasance costs related to the
2019B new money bonds, on the basis that the bond proceeds will be used for future
improvements that will not benefit Atherton. For informational purposes, we have broken out
the cost of defeasing both individual series of bonds, and calculated Atherton’s proportionate
cost of defeasing only the 2019A bonds, which refunded the Authority’s 2009 bond issue. We
have used the same timing and interest rate assumptions updated above and 2019 tonnage as
the basis for the allocation of Atherton’s “proportionate” share. If Atherton were only liable
for the cost of liquidating its share of the 2019A refunding bonds, then its share of cost would
be $1,443,090. 2

2019A (Refunding
2019B (New Money)
Total

All bonds
defeasance

$44,511,685
20,355,228
$64,866,913

Atherton Share
(3.24%)
$

1,443,090

659,926
$2,103,016

Limiting Atherton’s liquidation cost to the 2019A bonds would mean that what would have
been their portion of debt service on the 2019B bonds would be allocated among the
remaining members. We have prepared the following table to put into perspective the relative
2

Note that the amount NHA calculates would be necessary for defeasing Atherton’s share of only the 2019A
refunding bonds is $1,566,259, while ours is $1,443,090. We assume this reflects different assumptions as to timing
and interest rates.
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impact on each of the members if Atherton’s pro-rata share of the 2019B bonds is deducted
from the calculation of the Town’s liability:
Reallocation of 2019B New Money Debt Service (DS) to Member Agencies

Belmont
Burlingame
County
No. Fair Oaks
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary

Total

Avg. Annual
DS with
Atherton
Prepayment
$89,419
$216,415
$57,028
$55,600
$98,752
$108,280
$53,707
$227,894
$360,318
$142,452
$401,268
$28,149

$1,839,281

Avg. Annual
DS without
Atherton
Prepayment
$92,415
$223,666
$58,939
$57,463
$102,061
$111,908
$55,506
$235,530
$372,391
$147,225
$414,713
$29,092

$1,900,909

Annual
Difference
$2,996
$7,251
$1,911
$1,863
$3,309
$3,628
$1,800
$7,636
$12,073
$4,773
$13,445
$943

$61,628

Total DS
with
Atherton
Prepayment
$983,609
$2,380,560
$627,313
$611,601
$1,086,269
$1,191,077
$590,776
$2,506,830
$3,963,495
$1,566,970
$4,413,948
$309,640

$20,232,088

Total DS
without
Atherton
Prepayment
$1,016,566
$2,460,325
$648,332
$632,094
$1,122,666
$1,230,987
$610,571
$2,590,826
$4,096,299
$1,619,474
$4,561,846
$320,015

$20,910,000

Total
Difference
$32,958
$79,765
$21,019
$20,493
$36,397
$39,909
$19,795
$83,996
$132,804
$52,504
$147,897
$10,375

$677,912

We note that the total difference in the remaining members’ debt service is higher than the
cost of defeasing Atherton’s share of the 2019B bonds. This is because the cost of defeasance
is calculated to the first call date on the bonds and the above chart assumes the 2019B bonds
remain outstanding through the final maturity of the bonds.
In our opinion, the argument that Atherton would not benefit from the new projects if they
were to remain a member is less than compelling—the projects are expected to increase both
the efficiency of the diversion of recyclables and organics from the waste stream (lowering
operating costs) as well as increasing the amount of material diverted from landfills.
It is true that, with its withdrawal, Atherton will not receive benefit from the new
improvements. Whether that is relevant to the calculation of the amount required to finance
“the liquidation in full of its proportion of any and all existing debts” will be a matter for the
Authority members to decide.


Scenario 4: this analysis combines Scenario 2 (taking into account a presumed future
reduction in Atherton’s proportion of the waste stream, and thus a reduction in their share of
their appropriate cost to defease a portion of the 2019A refunding bonds) and Scenario 3
(exclusion of the cost to defease the 2019B new money bonds), reducing the proportionate
share to $903,623. This is the Scenario that Atherton proposes the Authority accept in its
Notice of Intent to Withdraw. We believe this approach is flawed for the reasons discussed
above regarding Scenario 2.
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Scenario 5: this Scenario includes Scenarios 2 and 3 and proposes additional reductions in the
allocation of the 2019A bonds relating to the 2009 projects, similar to the argument made for
the “overpayment” credit, but in addition thereto. Under this Scenario, the Authority would
end up owing money to Atherton. This Scenario makes additional assumptions relative to past
cost-allocation, which strikes us as inappropriate at this point in time. We assume that the
additional adjustments for past expenditures relating to multifamily and commercial
generations are not double counted, but there is insufficient information for us to tell.

Conclusion
The Joint Powers Authority Agreement for SBWMA provides that the Authority’s Board is tasked
with determining Atherton’s exit cost. The Board’s determination should be based on a reasoned
approach that achieves a fair and equitable result. Our analysis calculates Atherton’s proportionate
share based on the formula used by the Authority over the years in setting its rates – percentage of
franchise tonnage of the member agencies. This methodology is straightforward and consistent with
the plain language of the joint powers agreement and past rate setting practices; in our opinion, it
constitutes a reasonable basis for determining a member’s proportionate share of liabilities.
The situation before the Authority - calculating the cost for a member to exit the JPA - is not usual in
our practice. But what is common is that when agreements are terminated before the end of their term
there is some penalty, premium, breakage fee, or make-whole payment made by the party exercising
their option. Whether that analogy is relevant to the Authority’s situation is better answered by the
Authority.
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RESOLUTION NO. 2020-34
RESOLUTION OF THE SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE
MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Determining the Amount Required for the Town of Atherton to Liquidate its
Proportionate Share of SBWMA Existing Debt in Connection with the Town’s Notice
of Intent to Withdraw from Membership in SBWMA; and Recommending Member
Agencies Approve the Withdrawal, Subject to Certain Conditions.
WHEREAS, The SBWMA is a joint powers agency established through a Joint Exercise of Powers
Agreement in 1999 by a number of San Mateo County entities to provide a regional approach to the collection and
disposition of solid waste, recyclable materials, and organic materials; the Agreement has been amended and
restated several times over the years, the current governing document, dated June 19, 2013, is entitled the
“Second Amended and Restated Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement” (“JPA”); and
WHEREAS, , the SBWMA issued bonds in 2000 to acquire and reconstruct the Shoreway Environmental
Center Facility, to be operated by the Authority to meet the regulatory requirements for solid waste and
recyclables for its member agencies. The original bonds were defeased and new bonds issued in 2009. In 2019,
the SBWMA refunded the 2009 bonds, saving the Authority money and, at the same time, raising new funds for
certain capital improvements (the 2019A and 2019B bonds); and
WHEREAS, the SBWMA is comprised of 12 member agencies, including the Town of Atherton
(“Atherton”), all of which are founding members of the SBWMA, and as such, “Equity Members” under the JPA.
On June 29, 2020, Atherton sent the SBWMA a Notice of Intent to Withdraw from the SBWMA, specifying
December 31, 2020 as the date of withdrawal; and
WHEREAS, Article 15.1 of the JPA provides that a Member may not withdraw from the SBWMA unless
and until that Member achieves the following:
a. The liquidation in full of its proportion of any and all existing debts, obligations, and
liabilities incurred, earned, or expected to be earned by the date of withdrawal, including
but not limited to the Revenue Bonds, as determined by the Board.
b. The provision to the SBWMA of a written notice of intent to withdraw from the SBWMA at
least six (6) months prior to the end of the current Rate Year, specifying the date on which
the Member intends to withdraw.
c. The approval of such withdrawal by a 4/5 affirmative vote of Equity Members; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Article 15.1.a. of the JPA, the Board of Directors of the SBWMA (“Board”) is
required to determine the amount necessary for Atherton to achieve “the liquidation in full of its proportion of any
and all existing debts, obligations, and liabilities incurred, earned, or expected to be earned by the date of
withdrawal;” and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Article 15.1.c.of the JPA, four-fifths (10) of the Member Agencies are then
required to approve the withdrawal in order for it to be effective; and
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WHEREAS, On August 20, 2020, the Board held a properly noticed hearing to determine Atherton’s
liquidation obligation, and considered the staff report and all evidence, oral and documentary, presented to it at
the hearing; and
WHEREAS, the Board, having reviewed and considered the evidence presented, and based thereon,
hereby makes the following determination.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of the South Bayside Waste Management Authority
hereby determines that in order to satisfy its requirement under Article 15.1.a., Atherton must fully defease its
proportionate share of the 2019A and 2019B bonds, and pay for the costs associated with the defeasance. The
Board determines that Atherton’s proportionate share of the 2019A and 2019B bonds is 3.24 percent, based on
Atherton’s share of the SBWMA’s overall franchise tonnage in 2019. The cost to defease Atherton’s bond share is
estimated to be $2,203,016 ($2,103,016 to defease + $100,000 costs). The actual amount is subject to adjustment
depending on market conditions at the time of defeasance. Staff is directed to work with SBWMA’s financial
consultants and Atherton staff to ensure the defeasance of the bonds occurs prior to December 31, 2020.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Board recommends that its Member Agencies now review and
approve Atherton’s withdrawal from the SBWMA, effective December 31, 2020, provided that on or before
December 31, 2020, Atherton satisfies its obligation to liquidate its proportionate share of debt, as determined by
the Board. Pursuant to the JPA, a minimum of ten (10) Member Agencies must approve the withdrawal for it to take
effect.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the South Bayside Waste Management Authority,
County of San Mateo, State of California, by the following vote:
Agency
Atherton
Belmont
Burlingame
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough

Yes

No

Abstain

Absent

Agency
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
County of San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary Dist

Yes

No

Abstain

Absent

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Resolution No. 2020-34 was duly and regularly adopted at a special
meeting of the South Bayside Waste Management Authority on August 20, 2020.
ATTEST:

______________________________
Jess E (Jay) Benton, Chairperson of SBWMA

_________________________________
Cyndi Urman, Board Secretary
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9A
STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

SBWMA Board Members
John Mangini, Senior Finance Manager
August 20, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting
2020 Finance and Rate Setting Calendar

Recommendation
This is an informational report and no action is necessary.
Summary
The purpose of this staff report is to keep the Board and Member Agency staff informed on the schedule of
important financial and rate setting events in 2020. This staff report is updated as necessary and included in the
Board packet each month.
Schedule of Finance, Contractor Compensation and Rate Adjustment Activities in 2020:
January 2020
• Approved FY18/19 audited Financial Statement.
• Approved Mid-Year FY19/20 Operating Budget.
March 2020
• Recology submitted the unaudited 2019 Revenue Reconciliation Report (March 31).
May 2020
• Reviewed Preliminary (Draft) FY20/21 SBWMA Budget at May 28, 2020 Board meeting.
• Approved unaudited 2019 calendar year financial statement for bond reporting requirement.
• Approved Work Plan to align the Fiscal Year to a Calendar Year Accounting Period beginning January 1, 2021.
June 2020
• Final FY20/21 SBWMA Operating Budget approved at June 25th, 2019 Board meeting.
• Recology’s 2021 Compensation Application submitted to the SBWMA and Member Agencies (June 15).
• SBWMA and Member Agency comments submitted to Recology on its 2020 Compensation Application (June 29).
• SBWMA issued letters requesting confirmation from Member Agencies on their estimated 2021 Member Agency
fees (e.g., franchise fees) to be included in their 2021 solid waste rates.
• Reviewed the Revenue Reconciliation Report from the Financial Systems audit report on Recology.
July 2020
• SBR's 2021 Compensation Application submitted to the SBWMA.
• Recology’s revised 2021 Compensation Application submitted to SBWMA & Member Agencies (July 17).
• SBWMA issued the following reports to the Board and Member Agency staff for review and comment:
o Estimated 2020 and 2021 residential and commercial base revenue.
o Estimated collected tonnage for 2020 and 2021.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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o

Summary of 2021 Member Agency fees to be used in the 2021 cost projections based on Member Agency
feedback.

August 2020
• SBWMA issued the Draft Report Reviewing Recology’s 2021 Compensation Application, recommended total
Revenue Requirement, and Rate Adjustment (August 10).
• SBWMA issues the Draft Report Reviewing SBR’s 2021 Compensation Application (August 17).
• Comments sent from Member Agencies on draft Reports Reviewing Recology’s & SBR’s 2021 Compensation
Application (August 27).

September 2020
• SBWMA TAC Workshop to review Pre-Final Report Reviewing Recology’s 2021 Compensation Application.
• SBWMA issues Final Report Reviewing Recology’s 2021 Compensation Application including the recommended
total Collection Rate Adjustment for 2021 (September BOD Packet).
• SBWMA issues Final Report Reviewing SBR’s 2021 Compensation Application (September BOD Packet).
• Approval of SBR 2021 Compensation Application (September 24 BOD Meeting).
• Approval of Recology 2021 Compensation Application and total recommended Revenue Requirement (September
24 BOD Meeting).
October 2020
• Finance Committee Meeting to review FY2021 Budget (TBD).
• Joint Board/TAC Study Session: Review Preliminary (Draft) 2021 Calendar and Fiscal Year Budget) (October
15).
September – December 2020
• Member Agencies issue Prop. 218 notices and approve their final 2021 solid waste rates.
November 2020
• Approval of the Final Calendar/Fiscal Year Budget (November 19 BOD meeting).
• SBWMA issues report to Board on recommended January 1, 2021 Shoreway tip fees with adjustments, if
necessary (includes calendar year 2020 & 2021 SBWMA financial projections with assumed tip fee and net reserve
funding).
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9B
STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

SBWMA Board Members
John Mangini, Senior Finance Manager
August 20, 2020 Board of Directors Meeting
Check Register Detail for June 2020

Recommendation
This is an informational item only and no action is required. This report was requested by the Board members.
Summary
The purpose of this report is to provide transparency to the Board and the public on the actual spending by the
SBWMA. All payments issued in June 2020 are listed on the attached (Attachment A) report for review.
Analysis
As of July 1, 2019, the SBWMA entered into a contract with the City of Redwood City for accounting services
including the issuing of all payments and deposit of all receipts. In accordance with the SBWMA and the City of
Redwood City’s policies, checks are normally issued every two weeks. All SBWMA invoices are approved for
payment by the program manager and then by the Executive Director or Finance Manager. Total A/P spending
for May 2020 was $3,496,037.79 as detailed in Attachment A.
If you have any questions on this, please contact Cyndi Urman or John Mangini.
Attachments:
Attachment A – June 2020 Check Register Detail Report
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South Bayside Waste Management Authority
CHECK DETAIL
June 2020

DATE

NUM NAME

MEMO/DESCRIPTION

ACCOUNT

TRANSACTION
TYPE

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Expense

AMOUNT

100010 Wells Fargo Bank
06/09/2020 WIRE MODERN HR, INC.

06/10/2020 10220 SCAPES INC

06/10/2020 10221 ANAERGIA TECHNOLOGIES LLC

06/10/2020 10222 SAN MATEO DAILY JOURNAL

06/10/2020 10223 R3 CONSULTING GROUP INC

06/10/2020 10224 AARONSON DICKERSON COHN &
LANZONE

06/10/2020 10225 CITY OF SAN CARLOS

06/10/2020 10226 COMCAST BUSINESS

06/10/2020 10227 Comcast

06/10/2020 10228 COMMON GOAL CONSULTING GROUP, INC

06/10/2020 10229 COMMON GOAL CONSULTING GROUP, INC

06/10/2020 10230 EMI HASHIZUME

06/10/2020 10231 E-RECYCLING OF CALIFORNIA

06/10/2020 10232 HF&H CONSULTANTS LLC

06/10/2020 10233 KBA DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS LLC

06/10/2020 10234 PITNEY BOWES GLOBAL FINANCIAL
SERVICES LLC

06/10/2020 10235 SAN CARLOS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

06/10/2020 10236 WELLS FARGO
SBWMA BOD PACKET 8/20/2020

-56,700.85

PPE 6/6/20

500000 Salaries - Admin

22,723.27

PPE 6/6/20

500100 Salaries - Recycling

33,383.80

PPE 6/6/20

501000 Benefits - Payroll Taxes

880.02

PPE 6/6/20

501005 Benefits - Workers Comp Ins

482.85

PPE 6/6/20

501030 Benefits - CPE Fee

PPE 6/6/20

501010 Benefits - Retirement Employee

PPE 6/6/20

500150 Salaries - Car Allowance

2,650.00

PPE 6/6/20

500200 Salaries - Opt Out Medical

1,599.61

Inv# 19623

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Shoreway Facility Cost - May 2020 Monthly
Maintenance

507015 Shoreway Facility Cost

Inv. #IN000000113

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Organics to Energy - Change Order#3

6001008 Facilities Improvements (SF067)

Cust# 01118715-000

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Residential outreach; 5/12/20-5/29/20

5060205 Residential Outreach Programs

Inv# 9737

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Contract Annual Auditing; services thru May 1, 2020

5050102 Annual Contract Auditing

Inv# 520036-SB.R

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Board Counsel; Thru May 26,2020

502005 Board Counsel

Inv# 17045

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Utilities; Jan-Mar 2020 Library Utility & Janitorial

503020 Utilities & Phone

Inv. #101330461

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Acct# 962670890 - Bill date May 15, 2020
Utilities

503020 Utilities & Phone

Acct# 8155 20 033 0447972

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Utilities; services from May 29 to June 28, 2020

503020 Utilities & Phone

Inv# 007

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Long Range Plan; Airport Feasibility Study
Services 5/1/20-5/31/20

5060051 Diversion; Zero Waste Programs

Inv# 011

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Facility Improvement oversight;
Prjt Structure Development & Construction
5/1/20-5/31/20

505005 Facility Improvement Oversight

05252020

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

In Schools program; 5/25/20

5060208 In-School Environmental Education

Order# I2002915 & I2003102 & I20003045

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

e-recycling; Receive date 5/15/20 - Order# I2002915

400400 E-Recycling Revenue

-342.10

e-recycling; Receive date 5/28/20 - Order# I2003102

400400 E-Recycling Revenue

-1,817.29

e-recycling; Receive date 5/22/20 - Order# I2003045

400400 E-Recycling Revenue

-850.43

Inv. #9717277

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Rate Review;
Apr 1, 2020- Apr 30, 2020

505000 Rate Review

Inv. #7240992

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Office Equipment; Contract# 42087343
Inv# 7240992

503035 Office Equipment Costs

Inv# 3103961553

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Office Equipment Costs;
acct# 0012232627

503035 Office Equipment Costs

Inv# 104565

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Sponsorships; farmers' market sponsorship June
2020

503070 Sponsorship & Donations

Acct# 4856 2003 7906 1909

100010 Wells Fargo Bank
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775.38
-5,794.08

Check

-315.00
315.00

Check

-68,323.54
68,323.54

Check

-2,296.80
2,296.80

Check

-37,081.25
37,081.25

Check

-18,090.00
18,090.00

Check

-2,843.41
2,843.41

Check

-353.32
353.32

Check

-265.65
265.65

Check

-277.50
277.50

Check

-750.00
750.00

Check

-100.00
100.00

Check

Check

-3,009.82

-3,166.25
3,166.25

Check

-449.66
449.66

Check

-128.59
128.59

Check

-600.00
600.00

Check
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-367.49
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South Bayside Waste Management Authority
CHECK DETAIL
June 2020

DATE

NUM NAME

06/11/2020

MEMO/DESCRIPTION

ACCOUNT

Residential Outreach

5060205 Residential Outreach Programs

74.72

MFD Outreach

5060206 Community Events

15.00

Annual Adobe Acrobat Pro sub

503030 Office Supplies

Recurring Monthly Charge Marketing

5060204 Member Agency & Rate Payer Education

19.99

503030 Office Supplies

77.90

ACH WELLS FARGO

06/11/2020 WIRE SOUTH BAY RECYCLING LLC

06/17/2020

ACH STERLING HSA

5070105 Disposal & Processing - OTHER
507005 Operator Compensation SBR

Invoice #2020-04

507015 Shoreway Facility Cost

Invoice #2020-04

507030 Shoreway Charges

Invoice #2020-04

507025 Credit Card Charges

Invoice #2020-04

6001019 Facilities Improvements - New Baler
Components

August 2019 HSA

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

June 2020 - Sterling HSA

501025 Benefits - Sterling HSA

06/24/2020 10241 A. MACIEL PRINTING, LLC

06/24/2020 10242 UNDERGROUND ADVERTISING, INC

06/24/2020 10243 S. Groner and Associates (SGA)

06/24/2020 10244 S. Groner and Associates (SGA)

06/24/2020 10245 CITY OF SAN CARLOS

06/24/2020 10246 E-RECYCLING OF CALIFORNIA

SBWMA BOD PACKET 8/20/2020

110,456.64
3,450.37
3,093.94
38,289.53

Expense

-1,411.37
1,411.37

Expense

-24,900.50

501015 Benefits - Retirement Employer

24,900.50
Expense

507055 Franchise Fee to the City of San Carlos
100010 Wells Fargo Bank

-164,314.90
164,314.90

Expense

-52,062.45

PPE 6/20/20

500000 Salaries - Admin

22,723.24

PPE 6/20/20

500100 Salaries - Recycling

33,064.35

PPE 6/20/20

501000 Benefits - Payroll Taxes

808.92

PPE 6/20/20

501005 Benefits - Workers Comp Ins

446.31

PPE 6/20/20

501030 Benefits - CPE Fee

PPE 6/20/20

501010 Benefits - Retirement Employee

06/24/2020 10237 RECOLOGY BLOSSOM VALLEY ORGANICS- Inv. #200005
N

06/24/2020 10240 ZANKER RECYCLING

96.51

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

06/23/2020 WIRE MODERN HR, INC.

1,465,074.25
1,309,687.26

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

May 2020 Franchise Fee

06/24/2020 10239 BFI OF CALIFORNIA INC Ox Mtn Landfill 4227

Expense

Invoice #2020-04

06/18/2020 WIRE CITY OF SAN CARLOS

-370.50
370.50

Invoice #2020-04

5/14 and 5/28 EE and ER contributions

06/24/2020 10238 BROWNING FERRIS INDUSTRIES OF CA
INC

Expense

503005 Bank Fees & Services
100010 Wells Fargo Bank

ACH JOHN HANCOCK USA

AMOUNT

179.88

100010 Wells Fargo Bank
May 2020 Client Analysis Service Charge

06/16/2020

TRANSACTION
TYPE

775.38
-5,755.75

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Check

-232,536.84

DISPOSAL-BVO - May 2020

5070103 Disposal & Processing - BVON

INV. #4278-100006292
Cust# 4-4278-1001002

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

DISPOSAL-NEWBY - May 2020

5070102 Disposal & Processing - NEWBY

Inv. #4227-000057054
Cust#4-4227-0000552

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

DISPOSAL OX MTN. - May 2020

5070101 Disposal & Processing - OX

Inv. #202005339

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

DISPOSAL ZANKER - May 2020

5070104 Disposal & Processing - ZANKER

Inv# 24763

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

MFD Outreach - Mailing project

5060203 Multi-Family Outreach

Inv# REW100

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

MFD Outreach - services 2020 recycling outreach
April & May

5060203 Multi-Family Outreach

3,750.00

Residential Outreach - April & May

5060205 Residential Outreach Programs

3,750.00

INV. #2362

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Battery Outreach Campaign - May 2020

506025 Curbside Battery Outreach

INV. #2363

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Multi Family Outreach - Service Guide

5060203 Multi-Family Outreach

Inv# 17078

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

June Library Rent 2020

503010 Rent

I2003103, I2003150, I2003247, I2003286

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

e-recycling; Receive date 5/29/20 - Order# I2003103

400400 E-Recycling Revenue

-458.08

e-recycling; Receive date 6/3/20 - Order# I2003150

400400 E-Recycling Revenue

-341.29

e-recycling; Receive date 6/5/20 - Order# I2003247

400400 E-Recycling Revenue

-658.30

e-recycling; Receive date 6/9/20 - Order# I2003286

400400 E-Recycling Revenue

-255.22
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232,536.84
Check

-277,030.67
277,030.67

Check

-748,205.74
748,205.74

Check

-182,970.88
182,970.88

Check

-38,429.51
38,429.51

Check

Check

-7,500.00

-8,050.23
8,050.23

Check

-2,722.50
2,722.50

Check

-4,896.10
4,896.10

Check
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-1,712.89

2/4

South Bayside Waste Management Authority
CHECK DETAIL
June 2020

DATE

NUM NAME

06/24/2020 10247 PREMIER ACCESS INSURANCE COMPANY

06/26/2020

MEMO/DESCRIPTION

ACCOUNT

TRANSACTION
TYPE

Group ID 17242
Reg ID 1000550973

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Check

Benefits; Billing period July 2020; Registration ID:
1000550973

100200 Prepaid Expenses

ACH Anthem Blue Cross

06/30/2020 10248 CALIBRE PRINTING

06/30/2020 10249 CLASSIC GRAPHICS

06/30/2020 10250 STUDIO EM GRAPHIC DESIGN

06/30/2020 10251 AT&T

06/30/2020 10252 COSCO FIRE PROTECTION INC

06/30/2020 10253 BERLIANT & ASSOCIATES

06/30/2020 10254 HF&H CONSULTANTS LLC

06/30/2020 10255 ASCENT ENVIRONMENTAL INC

06/30/2020 10256 Environmental and Energy Consulting

06/30/2020 10257 TULIP PUBLISHING AND GRAPHICS, INC

06/30/2020 10258 MULTIBAG

06/30/2020 10259 SAN MATEO DAILY JOURNAL

06/30/2020 10260 INTERNATIONAL CONTACT, INC.

06/30/2020 10261 AARONSON DICKERSON COHN &
LANZONE

06/30/2020 10262 COMCAST BUSINESS

06/30/2020 10263 CALIFORNIA RESOURCE RECOVERY
ASSOC

06/30/2020 10264 E-RECYCLING OF CALIFORNIA

SBWMA BOD PACKET 8/20/2020

AMOUNT

-988.16
988.16

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Expense

-4,983.03

July 2020 Medical Benefits

501020 Benefits - Medical

Inv. #19526

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Ed Center Operations

507035 Education Center Operations

Inv#43423

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Ed Center Operations

507035 Education Center Operations

INV. #17966

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Ed Center Operations

507035 Education Center Operations

Acct. #650-596-7146-704-9

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Shoreway Facility cost; monthly service Jun 13 thru
Jul 12, 2020

507015 Shoreway Facility Cost

Inv# 1000480830

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Shoreway Facility Cost 6/19/20

507015 Shoreway Facility Cost

Inv. #10131

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Benefits; services for prep for C. Feldman

501010 Benefits - Retirement Employee

Inv. #9717346

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Rate Review;
May 1, 2020- May 31, 2020

505000 Rate Review

Inv. #20200043.01-1

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Cal-Recycle - EARs - Professional Services from
start to May 2020

5050251 Waste Characterization Reports

Inv# 1840

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Legislative Services; Consulting & Lobbying June
2020

504000 Legislative & Reg Advocacy

Inv. #924915 & 925126

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Mult-Family Outreach; postcards

5060203 Multi-Family Outreach

716.80

Battery Outreach; folded cards

506025 Curbside Battery Outreach

367.83

Inv# 57452

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Recycling Technical Assistance

5060202 Commercial/MFD Containers

Sales tax accrual

200110 Use Tax Accrual

1,359.75

Sales tax

5060202 Commercial/MFD Containers

1,359.75

Cust# 01118715-000

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Residential outreach; 6/2/20-6/15/20

5060205 Residential Outreach Programs

INV. # I-04886 & I-04889

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Battery Outreach; translation 5/12/20

506025 Curbside Battery Outreach

170.00

MFD Outreach; translation 6/8/20

5060203 Multi-Family Outreach

326.70

Inv# 620203-SB.R

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Board Counsel; Thru June 26,2020

502005 Board Counsel

Inv. #103031520

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Acct# 962670890 - Bill date Jun 15, 2020
Utilities

503020 Utilities & Phone

SP20-020

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Sponsorships

503070 Sponsorship & Donations

Professional Dues & memberships

503045 Professional dues & Memberships

1,000.00

Conferences & meetings

503060 Conferences & Meetings

3,950.00

I2003400, I2003424, I2003529

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

e-recycling; Load date 6/11/20 - Order# I2003400

400400 E-Recycling Revenue

-381.44

e-recycling; Load date 6/15/20 - Order# I2003424

400400 E-Recycling Revenue

-918.37
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4,983.03
Check

-580.22
580.22

Check

-1,425.08
1,425.08

Check

-490.50
490.50

Check

-883.16
883.16

Check

-500.00
500.00

Check

-5,000.00
5,000.00

Check

-5,352.50
5,352.50

Check

-2,137.50
2,137.50

Check

-3,333.33
3,333.33

Check

Check

-1,084.63

-15,762.00
15,762.00

Check

-1,531.20
1,531.20

Check

Check

-496.70

-15,589.56
15,589.56

Check

-706.64
706.64

Check

-14,950.00
10,000.00

Check
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-1,586.43

3/4

South Bayside Waste Management Authority
CHECK DETAIL
June 2020

DATE

NUM NAME

06/30/2020 10265 EMI HASHIZUME

06/30/2020 10266 THE OFFICE CITY

06/30/2020 10267 SWANA CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH
CHAPTER

06/30/2020 10268 SWANA Legislative Task Force

06/30/2020 10269 WELLS FARGO

06/30/2020 10270 TITUS MAINTENANCE & INSTALLATION
SERVICES, INC

06/30/2020

ACH GUARDIAN LIFE INSURANCE CO OF
AMERICA

MEMO/DESCRIPTION

ACCOUNT

TRANSACTION
TYPE

AMOUNT

e-recycling; Load date 6/18/20 - Order# I2003529

400400 E-Recycling Revenue

06242020

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Office Supplies

503030 Office Supplies

Inv# IN-1646685

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

OFFICE SUPPLIES; IN-1646685

503030 Office Supplies

JUNE302020

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Sponsoships & Donations

503070 Sponsorship & Donations

Inv# 2020-084

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Sponsorships; public agency assessment

503070 Sponsorship & Donations

Acct# 4856 2003 7906 1909

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

Schools program YE appreciation

5060208 In-School Environmental Education

Schools program YE appreciation

5060208 In-School Environmental Education

11.00

Schools program YE appreciation

5060208 In-School Environmental Education

550.00

Schools program YE appreciation

5060208 In-School Environmental Education

50.00

Schools program YE appreciation

5060208 In-School Environmental Education

50.00

Schools program YE appreciation

5060208 In-School Environmental Education

50.00

Education Center Operations

507035 Education Center Operations

129.79

Education Center Operations

507035 Education Center Operations

501.83

to be reimbursed by Nadia Thompson

503030 Office Supplies

to be returned

503030 Office Supplies

5.65

returned item

503030 Office Supplies

-5.65

Education center operations

507035 Education Center Operations

MA Rate Payer Education

5060204 Member Agency & Rate Payer Education

19.99

Kitchen pail inserts

5060204 Member Agency & Rate Payer Education

435.19

Education Center Operations

507035 Education Center Operations

250.00

Professional dues and memberships

503045 Professional dues & Memberships

160.00

Education Center Operations

507035 Education Center Operations

50.00

Education Center Operations

507035 Education Center Operations

49.15

Inv# TS5422-1

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

MRF PhaseI Installation 5/28/20

6001018 Facilities Improvements - Replace and install
Optical Sorter

September 2019 Life and LTD insurance

100010 Wells Fargo Bank

July 2020 Life & LTD Insurance

501035 Benefits - Guardian Life

-286.62
Check

-226.95
226.95

Check

-300.11
300.11

Check

-2,000.00
2,000.00

Check

-1,000.00
1,000.00

Check

-2,527.41
50.00

17.58

152.88

Check

-4,284.00
4,284.00

Expense

-1,010.12
1,010.12

TOTAL:
$3,496,037.79
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STAFF UPDATE
Potential Future Board Agenda Items
(Meetings at San Carlos Library Conference Room)
September 24, 2020
• Closed Session Executive Director Performance Evaluation
• Resolution Approving Recology San Mateo County 2021 Compensation Application
• Resolution Approving South Bay Recycling 2021 Compensation Application
• Resolution Approving 2021-2023 Public Education Plan
• Resolution Approving Contract Extension for Legislative Advocacy services
• Resolution Approving Contract for MRF Wall Repairs
• Resolution Approving Updated Conflict of Interest Policy
• Presentation of Draft Calendar Year 2021 SBWMA Operating Budget
• 2019 Rate Survey
• Shoreway Environmental Center Project Update
o MRF Phase I Equipment Upgrades Update
o Organics-to-Energy Source Separated Organics Results
o Stormwater Repairs
o Tip Floor Repairs
o Tunnel Pump Repairs
• Review of MRF Phase I Project—to date
• Informational Item about MRF Equipment Repair spending
October 22, 2020 - Study Session
• Board/TAC/Finance Committee Study Session:
(New Proposed Calendar Year DRAFT Budget period: January 1, 2021 – December 31, 2021)
• SB1383 Action Plan Study Session Review (w/HFH)
November 19, 2020
• Board and TAC Annual Holiday Lunch before the Board Meeting
•
Resolution Approving Calendar Year Budget (January 1, 2021 – December 31, 2021)
• Resolution Approving Calendar Year and Fiscal Year 2021 SBWMA Operating Budget
• Resolution Approving Organics-to-Energy Pilot Phase II (full Scale Up) Equipment
• Resolution Approving SB1383 Action Plan
• South Bay Recycling’s request for compensation adjustment (format is TBD)
December 2020 – No Meeting
January 28, 2021*
• Election of 2021 Board Chair and Vice Chair
• Resolution Approving MRF Phase II-Equipment Upgrades Approval of MRF Phase II Equipment
Purchase
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9C

•
•

Resolution Recommending Approval of Amendment One Modifications to the Member Agency
Franchise Agreements with Recology San Mateo County
Resolution approving 2021-2023 Legislative Platform

The 2021 Board of Director’s Calendar will be approved at the November 19, 2020 Board Meeting
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